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Alterations to the climate caused by increasing concentrations of greenhouse gases in the
atmosphere are a growing concern. The use of fossil fuels is one of the main contributors in
global carbon dioxide emissions. To deal with the problems associated with the utilization
of fossil fuels and the increasing energy demand, research has been directed towards
environmentally friendly and sustainable energy sources. Sorption-enhanced gasification
(SEG) offers a promising and renewable path for creating hydrogen-rich product gas with
in-situ carbon dioxide removal. The process combines indirect gasification with calcium
looping.
Modelling tools can be used in order to understand and optimize the SEG process. The main
objective of this work is to develop a one-dimensional model for the SEG process. Another
main objective is to build a 100 MWth reference case and use it to simulate the process.

One dimensional reactor profiles were achieved in the reference case. The product gas
contained 59,2 vol-%,db of H2 and 20,55 vol-%,db of CO2 in the reference case. The limited
overlap of carbonation and water gas shift and the slow kinetics of carbonation were found
out to be limiting factors of the process. The product gas composition could be affected by
varying the circulation rate.

This work was done in Lappeenranta University of Technology as a part of FLEDGED
project.
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Kohoavien kasvihuonekaasujen pitoisuuksien aiheuttamat muutokset ilmastoon ovat
kasvava huolenaihe. Fossiilisen polttoaineiden käyttäminen on yksi hiilidioksidipäästöjen
pääsyistä. Fossiilisten polttoaineiden käytön ja lisääntyvän energiankulutuksen takia
ympäristöystävällisiä ja kestäviä energiamuotoja tutkitaan yhä enemmän. Sorbenttitehostettu kaasutus mahdollistaa samanaikaisen vedyn tuotannon ja hiilidioksidin poiston.
Tässä prosessissa yhdistyvät epäsuora kaasutus ja kalkkikierto.

Mallinnustyökaluja voidaan käyttää sorbenttitehostetun kaasutuksen tutkimisessa. Tämän
työn päätavoite on kehittää yksiulotteinen malli sorbenttitehostetulle kaasutukselle. Toinen
päätavoite on rakentaa 100 MWth referenssitapaus ja käyttää sitä prosessin simuloimiseen.

Yksiulotteiset reaktoriprofiilit saavutettiin referenssitapauksessa. Tuotekaasun vetypitoisuus
oli 59,2 vol-%,db ja hiilidioksidipitoisuus 20,55 vol-%,db. Karbonaation ja vesi kaasu reaktion
vajaavainen päällekkäisyys sekä karbonaation hidas kinetiikka olivat prosessin rajoittavia
tekijöitä. Tuotekaasun koostumukseen pystyttiin vaikuttamaan säätämällä kiertovirtausta.

Tämä työ tehtiin Lappeenrannan teknillisessä yliopistossa osana FLEDGED projektia.
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Nomenclature
a

experimental parameter

[-]

b

experimental parameter

[-]

A

Area

[m2]

cp

specific heat capacity

[J/kgK]

C

molar concentration

[mol/m3]

D

dispersion coefficient

[m2/s]

E

activation energy

[J/mol]

F

molar flow

[mol/s]

f

CO2 carrying capacity decay coefficient [-]

G

Gibb’s free enthalpy

[J/kg]

H

enthalpy

[J/kg]

k

reaction rate coefficient

[1/s]

K

equilibrium constant

[-]

M

molar mass

[kg/mol]

m

mass

[kg]

N

number of calcination cycles

[-]

p

pressure

[Pa]

q

heat flux

[W]

qm

mass flux

[kg/s]

R

universal gas constant

[J/(molK)]

r

reaction rate

[mol/(m3s)]

S

entropy

[J/K]

T

temperature

[K]

u

velocity

[m/s]

V

volume

[m3]

y

volume fraction

[-]

v

stoichiometric coefficient

[-]

W

mass fraction

[-]

X

conversion degree

[-]

Subscripts
ave

average
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boud

boudouard

calc

calcination

carb

carbonation

conv

convective

chem

chemical reaction

desu

desulphation

dirs

direct sulphation

disp

dispersion

e

exit

eq

equilibrium

g

gas

MF

methane formation

max

maximum

pn

pneumatic transport

r

residual

SRM

steam reforming of methane

s

solid

sulf

indirect sulphation

vol

volatile

wgs

water-gas shift

Greek Letters
𝛼

heat transfer coefficient

[W/(m2K)]

𝜖

suspension density

[-]

𝜌

density

[kg/m3]

𝜂

efficiency

[-]

𝜙

char gas contact factor

[-]

Abbreviations
AER

absorption enhanced reforming

ASU

air separation unit

BFB

bubbling fluidized bed

BFBG

bubbling fluidized bed gasifier
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Ca/C

calcium oxide to carbon ratio

CFB

circulating fluidized bed

CFBG

circulating fluidized bed gasifier

CCR

carbon conversion rate

CGE

cold gas efficiency

CFD

computational fluid dynamics

CaO

calcium oxide

CaCO3

calcium carbonate

CO

carbon monoxide

CO2

carbon dioxide

CH4

methane

CaSO4

calcium suphide

Ca(OH)2

calcium hydroxide

FBG

fluidized bed gasifier

H2

hydrogen

H2O

water

H2S

hydrogen sulphide

HyPR-Ring hydrogen production by reaction integrated novel gasification
HHV

higher heating value

LHV

lower heating value

MO

metal oxide

SCR

steam to carbon ratio

SEG

sorbent enhanced gasification
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1

INTRODUCTION

Alterations to the climate caused by increasing concentrations of greenhouse gases in the
atmosphere are a growing concern. The use of fossil fuels is one of the main contributors in
global carbon dioxide emissions. To deal with the problems associated with the utilization of
fossil fuels and the increasing energy demand, research has been directed towards
environmentally friendly and sustainable energy sources.
The use of renewable energy in the EU has been sped up by the “Strategy on Climate Change
for 2020 and Beyond”. The three key targets of this strategy are: 20% cut in greenhouse gas
emissions, 20% increase of share of renewable energy and increase of energy efficiency by
20% with respect to the levels in 1990. Additionally at least 10% of transport fuel of all EU
countries must be produced from renewable sources by the year 2020. Therefore there is a need
for more efficient and cost effective ways to produce renewable transport fuel.

Sorption-enhanced gasification (SEG) offers a promising and renewable path for creating
hydrogen-rich product gas with in-situ carbon dioxide removal. The product gas can be used
for heat and power generation or further processed into methanol, dimethyl ether and other
chemical feedstocks. FLEDGED project combines SEG process with a sorption enhanced
dimethyl ether (DME) synthesis (SEDMES) process to produce DME from biomass with high
efficiency and low cost. Due to the high quality of SEG product gas, less units are needed for
the conditioning of product gas compared to conventional DME production. Therefore the
biofuel product chain is intensified and is expected to have a lower cost compared to
conventional process.

To understand sorbent-enhanced gasification and its possibilities, the fundamentals of the
process need to be studied. Computational modeling offers means for gasifier design and
prediction of operation behavior and emissions. It can save time and money and support the
preparation of large scale experiments, which are usually complicated and expensive.
Therefore modeling of sorbent-enhanced gasification is studied in this work. The main
objective of this work is to develop a one-dimensional model for the SEG process, by
implementing gasification reaction models into an in-house code for calcium looping process.
Another objective is to build a 100 MWth reference case and use it to study the process
behavior.
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2

SORBENT-ENHANCED GASIFICATION PROCESS

Sorbent-enhanced gasification (SEG) is a promising way to produce hydrogen-rich gas with
in-situ removal of carbon dioxide. The process combines indirect gasification with calcium
looping. The circulating bed material acts as a heat carrier but also has an influence on the
gasification process by acting as a carbon dioxide (CO2) transporting agent. The bed material
absorbs CO2 in the gasifier and releases it in the combustor. The removal of CO2 from the
gasifier also enhances the hydrogen (H2) production through the water-gas shift reaction. The
hydrogen content in the product gas can be up to 80 % (Pfeifer, 2013, p. 972). A schematic of
the process is presented in Figure 2-1.

Flue gas
(>60 % N2)

Syngas
(H2-rich ~60-70 %db)

Biomass

Gasifiercarbonator

CaCO3 + char

Combustorcalciner

600-700°C

Solid
circulation

800-900°C

Biomass (if needed)

CaO
Steam

Heat carrier

Air

Figure 2-1. Basic principle of sorbent-enhanced gasification.

The main idea of using the SEG process for biomass gasification in the FLEDGED project is
to be able to control the hydrogen-to-carbon monoxide (H2/CO) ratio to be suitable for DME
synthesis. This will intensify the biofuel production chain by reducing the units needed for
syngas conditioning. Figure 2-2 illustrates the process components in a conventional
gasification with direct dimethyl ether (DME) synthesis and in the FLEDGED process, which
uses SEG with a sorption enhanced DME synthesis (SEDMES). Because the product gas using
SEG has a higher H2 content and a lower CO2 content, there is no need for a water-gas shift
(WGS) unit or a CO2 separation unit. The air separation unit (ASU) is not necessary for the
basic operation of SEG, although ASU is needed if the aim is to capture the CO2 from the
combustor. By using oxygen combustion, the dilution of flue gas with N2 can be avoided.
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Figure 2-2. Comparison of conventional gasification with direct DME synthesis and sorbentenhanced gasification with a sorption enhanced DME synthesis (SEDMES). (FLEDGED
Project)

In the following chapters a short review of the history of SEG and the basic principles of the
process are presented.

2.1 History
The first reported application of gasification was as early as 1792 when William Murdoch
gasified coal to light his apartment. The first successful utilization of the water-gas shift
reaction was with the Siemens gasifier in 1861. Gasification technology developed vastly in
the 20th century as the first fluidized bed gasifier (FGB) was developed in 1926 and the
pressurized moving bed process was developed in 1931. The first commercial gasifiers became
available 20th century, but the technology didn’t become truly popular because fossil fuels such
as oil, coal and natural gas presented cheaper alternatives. (Sikarwar et al. 2016, p. 2941)
Biomass gasification has become increasingly popular in the 21th century due to concern of
climate change and rising oil prices.

The concept of sorption-enhanced H2 production in the presence of CaO was proposed by Du
Motay and Marechal in 1868. The use of calcium oxide (CaO) in removing carbon dioxide in
a fluidized-bed gasifier, the ‘CO2 acceptor process’, was patented by Curran et al. (Curran,
Rice and Gorin, no date) Since then, much research has been carried out on the reaction of CO2
with CaO, also known as carbonation (e.g. Bhatia & Perlmutter, 1983). A comprehensive
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review of in-situ CO2 capture during steam gasification of biomass has been presented by
Florin and Harris (Florin & Harris 2008).

Sorption-enhanced gasification has been researched experimentally and numerically in the
recent years. Hydrogen Production by Reaction Integrated Novel Gasification (HyPr-RING)
was proposed by Lin et al. in 1999. It was the first process that integrated the three reactions
used in conventional H2 production (coal gasification, water-gas shift reaction and CO2
separation) in a single reactor. The process produces a high hydrogen yield by combining the
gasification of coal with simultaneous CO2 absorption. (Lin et al., 2002)

The absorption-enhanced reforming (AER) process was developed in Vienna University of
technology. It uses two coupled fluidized bed reactors and has been experimentally
demonstrated to have a positive effect to gas yield, gas composition and overall performance.
The only reported industrial scale application uses AER concept. (Pfeifer 2013, p. 974) A
description of the process is presented in chapter 4.3.

2.2 Gasification
Gasification is a thermo-chemical conversion process of liquid or solid feedstock into a gaseous
fuel. In this chapter the basic principles and reactions of gasification are discussed.
2.2.1 Chemical Reactions
Gasification is a process that involves several chemical reactions, heat and mass transfer
processes and changes of pressure. By definition, gasification is the conversion of solid or
liquid feedstock into gaseous fuel. Gasification process requires a gasifying agent such as air,
steam or oxygen in order to convert the feedstock into a fuel with higher hydrogen-to-carbon
ratio. The feedstock reacts with an insufficient amount of oxygen to reach complete combustion
resulting in a product gas containing mainly carbon monoxide (CO), methane (CH4), hydrogen
(H2) and other hydrocarbons. The process can be broken down to four steps: drying, pyrolysis,
oxidation and char gasification. (Baruah & Baruah 2014, p. 807)

Figure 2-3 illustrates the gasification process. First in the drying process the moisture in the
fuel evaporates, as it is exposed to a high temperature, releasing steam. After the drying and
partially simultaneously, the volatile compounds of the feedstock are devolatilized as it is being
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heated in the pyrolysis phase. As a result the volatile vapor is a mixture consisting mainly of
H2, CO, CO2, CH4, hydrocarbon gases, tars and water vapor. (Baruah & Baruah 2014, p. 807)

Figure 2-3. Gasification process: pyrolysis of biomass, reforming of the resulting gaseous
compounds and gasification of char. (Gómez-Barea & Leckner 2010, p. 469)

After the pyrolysis, if oxygen is present in the reactor, it reacts with the combustible compounds
resulting in CO2 and H2O. However, compared to a combustion process, there is less oxygen
present for the oxidation reactions. (Gómez-Barea & Leckner 2010, p. 469) There are two
oxidation reactions of char: partial and complete combustion. These reactions are presented
below, where the negative amount of heat is the exothermal heat released by the reaction.
1

C2 + 2 O2 → CO (−111 MJ/kmol)
C + O2 → CO2 (−394 MJ/kmol)

(2.1)
(2.2)

The most important combustion reactions of the gaseous species are presented below:
CH4 + 2O2 → CO2 + 2H2 O (−283 MJ/kmol)
1

H2 + 2 O2 → H2 O (−242 MJ/kmol)

(2.3)
(2.4)

1

CO + 2 O2 → CO2 (−283 MJ/kmol)

(2.5)
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Figure 2-4 presents a simplified graphical representation of the gasification process and the
most important combustion reactions.

Figure 2-4. A simplification of a gasification process. (Myohänen, 2011)

The reduction reactions are endothermic and the heat needed for these reactions can be
provided by the combustion reactions and in the case of SEG process from the exothermal
carbonation reaction. The reduction reactions produce gaseous compounds such as H2, CO and
CH4. The reaction rates of char gasification are orders of magnitude lower than the reaction
rates of pyrolysis. The reactivity of char is dependent on many parameters e.g. heating rate and
pyrolysis temperature and pressure and it determines the residence time of the gasification
process. Equation 2.1 presents the idealized reaction of steam gasification. (Koppatz et al.
2009, p. 914)
CHx Oy + (1 − y)H2 O → (0.5x + 1 − y)H2

(2.6)

The main char gasification reactions are Boudouard reaction, water-gas reaction and
methanation. (Duman, Uddin and Yanik, 2014). The positive amount of heat represents the
endothermal heat needed for the reaction. These reactions are presented below:
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C + CO2 → 2CO (+172 MJ/kmol)

(2.7)

C + H2 O → CO + H2 (+131 MJ/kmol)

(2.8)

C + 2H2 → CH4 (−75 MJ/kmol)

(2.9)

There are also two heterogenic steam reforming reactions: the water-gas shift reaction and the
steam methane reforming reaction. The water-gas shift is also sometimes called shift
conversion and it is presented below:
CO + H2 O ↔ CO2 + H2 (−42 MJ/kmol)

(2.10)

The water-gas shift reaction is the most important gasification reaction in SEG. When CO2 is
simultaneously captured in the gasification process with the carbonation reaction, more H2 is
produced to fulfil the equilibrium of the water-gas shift reaction. As a side effect of this reaction
the amount of CO in the product gas decreases, as it is being consumed by the water gas shift
reaction. By controlling this reaction and the rate of CO2 absorption, the hydrogen-to-carbon
monoxide ratio can be adjusted to suit the needs of the syngas utilization. (Pfeifer 2013, p. 974)

The steam methane reforming reaction is an endothermic and reversible reaction. Increasing
steam to carbon ratio (in steam gasification) and the reaction temperature will increase the H2
yield through steam methane reforming. (Inayat et al. 2012, p. 31)
CH4 + H2 O ↔ CO + 3H2 (+206 MJ/kmol)

(2.11)

So called dry methane reforming is the reaction of methane (CH4) with CO2.
CH4 + CO2 ↔ 2CO + 2H2 (+248 MJ/kmol)

(2.12)

According to Petersen & Werther dry methane reforming doesn’t proceed to a significant extent
at temperatures lower than 1000 °C. (Petersen & Werther 2005, p. 733)

The reactions of other hydrocarbons, which are referred as tars, are an important part of the
gasification process. Tars are subjected to combustion and steam reforming generating CO and
H2O. The reactions of tar combustion and steam reforming can be simplified as follows (La
Villetta et al. 2017, p. 73)
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TAR + O2 → CO + H2 O

(2.13)

TAR + H2 O → CO + H2 O

(2.14)

Thermal cracking of tars happen at high temperature. In thermal cracking tars are decomposed
to lighter gases such as CO, CO2, H2 and CH4. Equation 2.15 represents a simplification of tar
cracking.
TAR → CO + CO2 + CH4 + H2

(2.15)

2.2.2 Tars
There is no unambiguous definition for tars in the literature. Morf (2011) defines tars as a large
number of organics that are produced during thermochemical conversion processes. Another
way to classify tars is by their molecular weight, this classification is presented in Table 2-1.

Table 2-1. Tar classification. (Sikarwar et al. 2016, p. 2959)

Class

Compound name

Example

Class-I

GG-undetectable tars

Class-II

Heterocyclic compounds

Phenol, cresol

Class-III

1-Ring aromatic compounds

Xylene, toluene

Class-IV

2-3-Ring aromatic compounds

Naphthalene, phenanthrene

Class-V

4-7-Ring aromatic compounds

Fluoranthene, coronene

The composition of tars change during the conversion so it is impossible to give any typical
values for specific tar compounds. (Morf 2001, p. 34) Tars are never a desired component of
the product gas, because they reduce the quality of product gas and therefore the gasification
efficiency is reduced. Tars can also cause operational problems such as fouling and corrosion.
(Sikarwar et al. 2016, p. 2941)

2.2.2.1 Tar formation
Tar formation is a major problem during biomass gasification, therefore it is important to
understand tar formation in a gasification process. The formation of primary tars can’t be
avoided, as they are formed during pyrolysis at temperatures of 400-700 °C. The primary tars
are reformed through several reactions which are called secondary tar reactions. The secondary
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tars form in temperatures from 700 to 850 °C. Additionally tertiary tars form at temperatures
from 850 to 1000 °C. (Morf 2001, p. 14, 45) Because of the low gasification temperatures of
SEG processes, the formation of tertiary tars is avoided (Pfeifer et al. 2011, p. 43)

Conditions in the gasifier such as temperature, air-oxygen ratio, steam to carbon ratio and the
presence of a catalyst effect the composition of the tar. Also the design of the gasifier has a
large impact on the composition of the tar. For example the point of fuel feed and possible
staging of the gasification effect the residence time of tar, determining its final composition.
(Gómez-Barea & Leckner 2010, p. 448)

2.2.2.2 Tar Removal
There are several operating conditions that effect the tar yield in the product gas such as
temperature, steam to carbon ratio and use of catalytic bed materials. Experimental studies have
shown that the use of CaO containing bed materials reduce the tar content significantly. Soukop
et al. investigated the effect of CaO containing bed materials in the AER process with a focus
on their influence on tar production. They concluded that the tar content was five times lower
compared to conventional gasification despite the lower gasification temperature (600-700 °C)
of AER process. (Soukup et al. 2009, p. 348)

Udomisichakorn et al. studied the effect of CaO on tar reforming to hydrogen enriched gas in
a bubbling fluidized bed biomass steam gasifier. They concluded that the use of CaO as bed
material not only enhanced the reforming of tars but also had an effect on the tar composition.
The use of CaO reduced class 1 and 4 tars but increased class 2, 3 and 5 tars. Figure 2-5 shows
the effect of temperature on the gas yield and tar content. Tar production is reduced
significantly with increasing temperature due to tar cracking and reforming.
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Figure 2-5. Effect of CaO as bed material on tar formation and composition in a bubbling
fluidized bed biomass gasifier. (Udomsirichakorn et al., 2013)

2.2.3 Fluidized Bed Gasification
SEG uses fluidized bed gasification technology, especially fluidized bed steam gasification,
which uses steam as the gasification agent instead of air. The working principle of fluidized
bed gasifiers (FBG) is similar to fluidized bed combustors, but FBG’s operate with less oxygen
in the reactor.
In FBG’s the feedstock is gasified in a bed, which is suspended with a fluidization gas flowing
from the bottom of the reactor through the air grate. The fluidization gas can be air, oxygen or
steam and it also acts as the gasification agent. The suspension provides even temperature
distribution and good gas-solid mixing. As the fluidization velocity is increased, more solid
particles are entrained and the fluidization regime shifts from bubbling to circulating and
eventually to transport regime. Circulating fluidized bed regime operate at velocities from 4 to
7 m/s whereas bubbling fluidized bed regime uses velocities from 1 to 1.5 m/s. (Basu 2006, p.
8, 74-75) Figure 2-6 illustrates the relation of fluidization velocity and fluidization regime.
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Figure 2-6. Fluidization regimes as a function of fluidization velocity. (Basu 2013, p. 8)

There are two main types of FBG’s: bubbling and circulating. Some authors also consider the
twin-bed or dual fluidized bed gasifier as an additional FBG-type (La Villetta et al. 2017, p.
75). The main characteristics of bubbling fluidized bed gasifier (BFBG) and circulating
fluidized bed gasifier (CFBG) are presented in Figure 2-7.

Figure 2-7. The main characteristics of BFBG (a) and CFBG (b). (Gómez-Barea & Leckner
2010, p. 448)
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These two models share the main components: the reactor, the fluidization fan and the ash
removal system. The solid circulation loop is the main difference between CFBG and BFBG.
In CFBG the fluidization velocity is higher, which leads to part of the bed material and solid
fuel to be entrained by the fluidization gas. The solid particles will then be separated from the
gas in the cyclone and are then returned to the gasifier via the return leg. This provides a longer
solid residence time and thus the solids conversion rate is higher than with BFBG. (Basu 2006,
p. 74-75)

The indirect gasification process operates with two fluidized bed reactors: the gasifier and the
char combustor. Feedstock is fed into the gasifier, where it comes into contact with the fluidized
bed and is converted to gas and char. Solid particles are separated from the product gas in a
cyclone and the gaseous mixture is then guided to the gas conditioning apparatus. The char and
bed material from the cyclone are fed into the combustor, where the remaining char is
combusted. Another cyclone separates the solid particles from the flue gases. The solid
particles are fed to the gasifier, carrying heat generated from the combustion. This heat is used
in the endothermal gasification reactions. (Basu 2013, p. 81) A schematic of an indirect
gasification process is presented in Figure 2-8.

Figure 2-8. Schematic of an indirect gasification process. (Basu 2013, p. 81)

FBG’s have several advantages over other gasifier types. The main advantages are higher
throughput than fixed bed gasifier, improved heat and mass transfer from fuel, high heating
value and reduced char. FBG’s can also operate on a mixture of different fuels. This offers a
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wide range of applications in biomass gasification. A large part of current development on
large-scale biomass gasification is focused on FBG technology because of these advantages.
(Basu 2013, p. 74-75)

2.2.4 Performance Indicators
Several indicators can be used to evaluate the efficiency and performance of a gasifier. The
efficiency of a gasifier can be defined as its ability to convert solid feedstock into a gaseous
product. The chemical energy content of product gas is expressed with either lower or higher
heating value. Usually lower heating value is used. (La Villetta et al. 2017, p. 76) Lower heating
value of the product gas [J/Nm3] can be be calculated based on the product gas composition
𝐿𝐻𝑉 = 𝑦𝑐𝑜 𝐿𝐻𝑉𝐶𝑂 + 𝑦𝐻2 𝐿𝐻𝑉𝐻2 + 𝑦𝐶𝑛𝐻𝑚 𝐿𝐻𝑉𝐶𝑛𝐻𝑚

(2.16)

where 𝑦𝑐𝑜 is the volume fraction of carbon monoxide, 𝑦𝐻2 is the volume fraction of hydrogen
and 𝑦𝐶𝑛𝐻𝑚 represents the volume fraction of hydrocarbons. 𝐿𝐻𝑉𝐶𝑂 is the lower heating value
of carbon monoxide [J/Nm3], 𝐿𝐻𝑉𝐻2 is the lower heating value of hydrogen and 𝐿𝐻𝑉𝐶𝑛𝐻𝑚 is
the lower heating value of hydrocarbons.

The general measure of gasification efficiency is the cold gas efficiency (CGE), which is
defined as ratio between the chemical energy in the cold gas which leaves the system and the
chemical energy in the solid feedstock fed into the gasifier. (La Villetta et al. 2017, p. 76)
𝐿𝐻𝑉𝑠𝑦𝑛𝑔𝑎𝑠 𝑄𝑠𝑦𝑛𝑔𝑎𝑠

𝐶𝐺𝐸 = 𝐿𝐻𝑉

𝑓𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑘 𝑄𝑓𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑘

(2.17)

where 𝑄𝑠𝑦𝑛𝑔𝑎𝑠 is the flowrate of syngas [m3/s], 𝐿𝐻𝑉𝑠𝑦𝑛𝑔𝑎𝑠 is the lower heating value of the
syngas [J/m3], L𝐻𝑉𝑓𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑘 is the lower heating value of the feedstock [J/kg] and 𝑄𝑓𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑘
is the mass flowrate of the solid feedstock [kg/s].

For a H2 production process the general measure of gasification efficiency is not applicable
because CH4 increases the CGE considerably. Florin & Harris define process efficiency for H2
production according to equation 2.18, where 𝑄𝑖𝑛 is the amount of heat needed for the
reactions. (Florin & Harris 2007, p. 4123)
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𝑛𝐻2 𝐿𝐻𝑉𝐻2 −𝑄𝑖𝑛

𝜂𝐻2 =

𝐿𝐻𝑉𝑓𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑘

(2.18)

Basu defines the carbon conversion rate as the ratio between the carbon converted to gas (CO,
CO2 and CH4) and the carbon in the solid feedstock. (Basu 2006, p. 94) However the definition
of what constitutes converted carbon varies in literature: some authors consider tars to be
converted carbon while others don’t. Usually it is easier to measure the amount of unconverted
carbon which leaves the gasifier as char, however this definition counts tars as converted
carbon. (Timmer 2008, p. 5) This is presented in equation 2.19
𝐶𝐶𝑅 = 1 −

𝑚𝑐,𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟
𝑚𝑐,𝑓𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑘

(2.19)

Where 𝑚𝑐,𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟 is the amount of carbon in in the char leaving the gasifier [kg] and 𝑚𝑐,𝑓𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑘
is the amount of carbon fed to the gasifier [kg].

Common parameters used to characterize the product gas are hydrogen to carbon monoxide
molar ratio (H2/CO) and the so called module M, which is defined as the following molar ratio
of the product gas
𝑀=

𝑦𝐻2 −𝑦𝐶𝑂2
𝑦𝐶𝑂 +𝑦𝐶𝑂2

(2.20)

Where 𝑦𝐻2 is the H2 volume fraction, 𝑦𝐶𝑂2 is the CO2 volume fraction and 𝑦𝐶𝑂 is the CO volume
fraction of the product gas [%,db].

2.3 Calcium Looping for Gasification
The concept of calcium looping allows continuous operation for a SEG process, which was
presented in Figure 2-1. It uses a calcium based sorbent as a bed material and two fluidized bed
reactors: gasifier-carbonator and combustor-calciner. The bed material acts as a selective CO2
transportation agent and as a heat carrier between the reactors. It also acts as a catalyst for H2
production and tar reforming reactions. There is also an alternative process configuration,
which uses two parallel reactors alternatively to achieve continuous operation.
2.3.1 Calcium Looping in SEG
Feedstock is fed into the gasifier and also into the combustor more heat is needed in the process.
Continuous absorption and regeneration of CO2 occurs with the bed material as it is circulated
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between the carbonator (gasifier) and the calciner (combustor). The CO2 absorption
(carbonation) happens in the same reactor with the pyrolysis and gasification of the solid
feedstock. The reaction is exothermic, which releases heat for the gasification process. The
absorption of CO2 also enhances H2 production by shifting the equilibrium of water-gas shift
reaction. (Pfeifer 2013, p. 975-977)

Unconverted char and CaCO3 are circulated to the calciner, where the char is combusted and
CO2 and CaO are regenerated via calcination. The regenerated CaO is circulated back to the
gasifier. It carries heat generated in the combustor thus providing heat for the endothermic
gasification reactions. The CO2 carrying capacity of CaO decreases due to sintering so fresh
sorbent has to be added to the process. Finally deactivated sorbent and ash need to be removed
from the process. (Pfeifer 2013, p. 975-977)

2.3.2 Two Fixed Beds Configuration
An alternative process configuration uses two parallel reactors alternatively to achieve
continuous operation. In this configuration, the syngas is produced in a separate gasifier unit
and is fed to a fixed bed of sorbent material, where CO2 is absorbed. When the sorbent material
is fully loaded, the syngas inlet is switched to the second CO2 absorption unit. The first
absorbing unit is transformed to a desorbing unit by passing a stream of steam and air or oxygen
trough the reactor. Now the sorbent is regenerated in the first reactor and CO2 is absorbed in
the second reactor. (Pfeifer 2013, p. 974) A schematic of this process configuration is presented
in figure 2.2.

Figure 2-2. Two fixed beds configuration for SEG, modified from (Pfeifer 2013, p. 975).
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2.3.3 Sorbent Reactions
There are several materials that can be used to absorb CO2. However not all are suitable for
CO2 absorption under biomass gasification conditions. Florin & Harris argue that CaO sorbents
are technically and economically the best alternative for sorbent-enhanced biomass
gasification. The carbonation reaction, in which CO2 is absorbed in the form calcium carbonate
(CaCO3), is presented in 2.22. (Florin & Harris 2008, p. 295)
CaO + CO2 → CaCO3 (−170.5 kJ/kmol)

(2.22)

The carbonation is an exothermic reaction, which provides heat for the endothermal
gasification reactions. The simultaneous CO2 removal also enhances H2 production by shifting
the equilibrium of water-gas shift to the product side (equation 2.10). (Pfeifer et al. 2011, p.
915)

The sorbent can be regenerated to produce CO2 and CaO through calcination, which is the
reverse reaction of carbonation. Calcination is an endothermal reaction and it is accelerated by
heating the sorbent to 700-950 °C, depending on the partial pressure of CO2.
CaCO3 → CaO + CO2 (170.5 kJ/kmol)

(2.23)

The heat necessary for calcination can be provided either directly or indirectly. The direct heat
input comes from the combustion of unconverted char in the calciner. If the aim is to produce
a stream with a very high concentration of CO2 for carbon capture and storage (CCS), indirect
heating is preferable. If the heat is provided by an external heat source, the dilution of a pure a
CO2 can be avoided. (Florin & Harris 2008, p. 296) However in SEG the heat is provided by
combusting the char, which circulates from the gasifier or an additional fuel if the heat from
char is not enough.

Figure 2-9 shows the CO2 equilibrium pressure as a function of temperature. The difference
between the CO2 partial pressure and the CO2 equilibrium partial pressure is the driving force
for calcination and carbonation. Calcination occurs when CO2 partial pressure is below the
equilibrium pressure. When CO2 partial pressure is above the equilibrium, carbonation occurs.
(Koppatz et al. 2009, p. 915) The equilibrium curve of carbonation/calcination can be
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determined based on Gibb’s free enthalpies or experimentally. A commonly used correlation
for the equilibrium curve was proposed by Silcox et al. (1989)
𝑝𝑒𝑞,𝐶𝑂2
𝑝

= 4,137 ∙ 107 exp (−

20,474
𝑇

)

(2.24)

where 𝑝𝑒𝑞,𝐶𝑂2 is the equilibrium partial pressure of CO2 [Pa] and p is the atmospheric pressure
[Pa]. The equilibrium curve as a function of temperature calculated with equation 2.24 is
presented in Figure 2-9.

Figure 2-9. The equilibrium curve CO2 as a function of temperature calculated with the
correlation proposed by Silcox et al. (1989).

To provide sufficient selective transfer of CO2 from the gasifier to the combustor, the operating
temperatures are defined based on these thermodynamic aspects. The gasifier-carbonator
operates at temperatures between 600 and 700 °C. This temperature range favors carbonation.
The combustor-calciner operates at temperatures above 800 °C, which favors calcination. This
temperature difference is the main limitation of the process and it leads to operational issues.
According to Pfeifer et al. a smaller solid circulation rate should be to be used in SEG compared
to a conventional DFGB process to achieve the temperature difference. The smaller circulation
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rate is also beneficial for the absorption and desorption reactions as it increases the residence
time of the bed material. (Pfeifer et al. 2009, p. 5076)

2.3.4 Limitations
In addition to the thermodynamic limitation of calcination and carbonation, the process is
mainly limited due to the decay in sorbent reactivity. The decay in reactivity is caused by:
reduction in active surface area, loss of material due to attrition and fragmentation of particles
and undesired reactions of the sorbent particles. (Pfeifer 2013, p. 980)

When the sorbent bed material is subject to cyclic CO2 absorption and desorption, it
experiences changes in its chemical and physical properties. During each calcination cycle the
CO2 transfer ability decreases as the porous structure of the particle sinters. Sintering reduces
the active surface area and pore volume of the sorbent particles. (Florin & Harris 2008, p. 301)
This causes the carbonation regime to shift from a fast kinetically controlled reaction to a
slower reaction, controlled by diffusion. This in turn affects the calcium looping process and it
is compensated by using more CaO than the stoichiometric value. (Ylätalo 2013, p. 27)

The sorbent material can also react with Sulphur. Sulphation can be a limiting factor for CO2
capture, if the feedstock contains considerable amounts of Sulphur. There a number of reactions
which can be categorized as sulphation reactions, generally the sulphation routes are
categorized as indirect and direct sulphation. Calcium oxide reacts with sulphur dioxide in the
indirect sulphation:
1

CaO + SO2 + 2 O2 → CaSO4

(−502.1 kJ/mol)

(2.24)

Sulphur dioxide reacts with calcium carbonate in the direct sulphation
1

CaCO3 + SO2 + 2 OS → CaSO4 + CO2 (−328.8 kJ/mol)

(2.20)

However this is not a major problem in SEG processes, because in the reducing conditions, the
Sulphur is typically released as Sulphur dioxide (H2S). Also carbonation is typically faster than
sulphation. (Pfeifer 2013, p. 981)
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Another unwanted reaction of the bed material is the formation of calcium hydroxide
(Ca(OH)2) in steam gasification at temperatures lower than 500 C. The formation of Ca(OH)2
is presented below.
CaO + H2 O → Ca(OH)2 (−96.6 kJ/mol)

(2.26)

Once the particles are converted to Ca(OH)2, they lose their mechanical stability. Koppatz et
al. argue that the formation of Ca(OH)2 must be minimized especially during heating up and
cooling down, when the temperature ranges from ambient temperature to operation
temperature. (Koppatz et al. 2009, p. 919) The formation of Ca(OH)2 limits the maximum
obtainable H2 yield and the maximum CO2 capture capacity. However according to Florin &
Harris, the formation of Ca(OH)2 is a limiting factor for effective CO2 transport under high
pressure conditions. (Florin & Harris 2007, p. 4124) SEG of biomass is carried out at
atmospheric pressure, so the formation of Ca(OH)2 is not a major concern.
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3

CONDITIONS OF SORBENT-ENHANCED GASIFICATION

There are numerous operational parameters that effect the SEG process such as fuel properties,
gasifier agent, temperature, pressure, bed material and residence time. In this chapter the most
important aspects of the conditions of SEG are discussed.

3.1 Fuel Properties
The composition of product gas will depend on the fuel type and its properties. Biomass can
be characterized by its chemical composition, elemental composition, mineral content, volatile
fraction, moisture content and physical qualities such as particle. Each of these properties have
an impact on the product gas composition. (Florin and Harris, 2008, p. 291) A comparison
between the compositions of different fuel types are presented in Table 3-1.

Table 3-1. Common dry and ash free compositions of four different fuel types and their ash and
moisture content. (Koski 2010, p. 31)

Fuel

C [%]

H [%]

S [%]

O [%]

N [%]

Ash [%]

H2O [%]

Woody biomass

48-50

6-6.5

0.05

38-42

0.5-2.3

0.4

30-45

Coal

82.2

5.3

1.1

10.2

1.1

11.0

9.0

Peat

57.9

5.8

0.2

34.3

1.8

5.0

50.0

Black liquour

44.8

4.6

7.0

43.4

0.1

21.9

20.0

The biggest difference based on Table 3-1 are the oxygen, carbon and moisture content. All of
these properties have an impact on the gasification. The fuel is typically dried before
gasification as the evaporation of moisture requires heat. (Koski 2010, p. 31)

Specifically the amount of volatiles in the fuel play a significant role in SEG. Since biomass
typically has a higher volatile fraction than coal, the char gasification reactions have a minor
role in gasification of biomass versus gasification of coal. (Florin and Harris, 2007, p. 4124)
Volatile fractions of few different fuels are presented in Table 3-2. It can be seen that the
volatile fraction of wood is over 80 % and the volatile fraction of coal is 30 %. Because the
volatile content of biomass is much higher than with coal, Florin & Harris imply that biomass
can be gasified at lower temperatures than coal. (Florin & Harris 2008, p. 300)
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Table 3-2. Average volatile fractions of wood, peat, coal and waste. (Moilanen 2002, p. 137)

Fuel

Wood

Peat

Coal

Waste

Volatile fraction [w-%]

84-88

65-70

30

78-90

3.2 Gasifier Agent
The gasifier agent plays a significant role in SEG as it affects the composition and yield of the
product gas. Steam is used as the gasification agent in SEG. Steam to carbon ratio is a common
parameter used to characterize SEG and it is defined as
𝑆𝐶𝑅 = 𝐹𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑎𝑚 /𝐹𝐶

(3.1)

Where 𝐹𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑎𝑚 is the molar flux of steam fed to the gasifier [mol/s] and 𝐹𝐶 is the molar flux of
carbon fed to the gasifier with the biomass [mol/s].

Another commonly used parameter used to characterize steam flow is the steam to biomass
ratio (SBR), which is defined as
𝑆𝐵𝑅 = 𝑞𝑚,𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑎𝑚 /𝑞𝑚,𝑏𝑖𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠

(3.2)

Where 𝑞𝑚,𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑎𝑚 is the mass flux of steam fed to the gasifier [kg/s] and 𝑞𝑚,𝑏𝑖𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 is the mass
flux of biomass fed to the gasifier [kg/s].

Using steam as the gasifying agent increases the H2 concentration in the product gas, because
steam is the reactant in Boudouard, water-gas shift and steam methane reforming reactions. All
of these reactions produce H2. Also the product gas dilution with N2 associated with using air
is avoided, thus the product gas has a higher heating value compared to using air as the
gasifying agent. (Florin and Harris, 2008, p. 289) The increase in H2 yield by increasing the
steam rate has also been experimentally demonstrated. However the energy penalty associated
with steam generation sets an upper limit for the SCR. (Florin & Harris 2007, p. 4128)
Therefore the optimal SCR ratio should be determined in order to have reach the most cost
effective operation of SEG.
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3.3 Temperature and Pressure
Temperature and pressure have an impact on the SEG process and product gas composition.
The optimization of in-situ CO2 capture and gasification conditions is a compromise between
reaction kinetics and thermodynamics. Higher reaction temperature enhances devolatilization
and the gasification reactions thus improving the product gas yield. It also enhances cracking
of tars. The selective transportation of CO2 from the gasifier to the combustor sets temperature
ranges for both reactors: the temperature of the gasifier is between 600 and 700 °C and the
temperature of the combustor should be over 800 °C as discussed in chapter 2.3.3.

Sorbent-enhanced gasification of biomass is operated at nearly atmospheric pressure although
the upper temperature limit for efficient CO2 capture can be extended by conducting the process
at a higher total pressure. Florin & Harris estimate that this is the reason why many
experimental studies of gasification in the presence of CaO have been carried out at high
pressures. The influence of pressure on the product gas composition in the presence of CaO
was studied by Lin et al. They used a continuous flow reactor for steam gasification of subbituminous coal at 650 °C. Hanaoka et al. also studied the influence of pressure on the product
gas composition of steam biomass gasification at 650 °C in the presence of CaO. Figure 3-1
presents the results of Lin et al. and Hanaoka et al. Although the reaction conditions in the
experiments differ, it appears that H2 production at lower pressures is more potential from
biomass than from coal. (Florin & Harris 2008, p. 299)

Figure 3-1. The effect of gasifier pressure on the H2 content from biomass and coal in the
presence of CaO as bed material. (Florin & Harris 2008, p. 300)
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3.4 Residence Time and Circulation Rate
The residence time of the solid material has a significant impact on the SEG process as it effects
the selective CO2 transport and temperature. As discussed before, the rate of CO2 transportation
and temperature have effects on tar cracking and gasification reactions and therefore on the
product gas composition and yield. The residence time of bed material needs to be higher in
SEG compared to traditional gasification in order for the bed material to have a residence time
long enough for the carbonation and calcination (Soukup et al., 2009). Therefore the solid
circulation rate is a key parameter in sorbent-enhanced gasification. A common parameter used
to characterize the circulation rate in SEG is the calcium to carbon ratio Ca/C, which is defined
as
𝐶𝑎/𝐶 = 𝐹𝐶𝑎𝑂 /𝐹𝐶

(3.3)

Where 𝐹𝐶𝑎𝑂 is the molar flow of CaO fed to the gasifier [mol/s] and 𝐹𝐶 is the molar flow of
carbon fed to the gasifier in the biomass [mol/s].

Udomsirichakorn et al. studied the effect of solid circulation rate in a chemical looping
gasification system (presented in chapter 4.3). The effect of solid circulation rate on the product
gas is presented in Figure 3-2. The H2 yield and the product gas yield increased with increasing
circulation rate from 0.91 to 1.04 kg/m2s and then decreased when the circulation rate was
further increased. The reason for the decrease of H2 yield was probably due to the shorter
residence time of CaCO3 in the regenerator which lead to less calcination and therefore less
reactivated CaO circulated back to the gasifier. (Udomsirichakorn et al., 2014) Based on these
results it can be concluded that there is an optimum solid circulation rate, which enables the
highest residence time for the cyclic CO2 absorption and desorption. In addition to the residence
time, the temperature of both reactors is affected by the solid circulation rate, which also needs
to be taken into consideration.
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Figure 3-2. Effect of solid circulation rate on product gas composition and H2 yield in a
Chemical Looping Gasification system. Gasification temperature 650 °C. (Udomsirichakorn et
al., 2014)

The circulation rate also has an effect on the product gas tar content as the CO2 absorption and
regeneration capacity of the bed material depends on the solid circulation rate. Thus the
catalytic activity of the bed material for tar cracking reactions is also affected. Pfeifer et al.
studied the effect of solid circulation with a 100 kW DFB gasifier in the presence of CaO bed
material. (Pfeifer, Puchner and Hofbauer, 2007) Figure 3-3 shows the effect of circulation rate
on the tar content. It can be seen that increasing the circulation rate decreases the tar content.

Figure 3-3. Effect of circulation rate on the tar content in a 100 kW DFG sorbent enhanced
gasifier. (Pfeifer, Puchner and Hofbauer, 2007)
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3.5 Bed Material
The bed material type and its activity have a significant role in SEG process. According to
Florin et al. the bed material used in SEG needs to satisfy the following criteria: the material
must have high reactivity in temperatures from 550 to 750 °C and the calcination temperature
should be higher than the gasification temperature, The bed material needs to be resistant to
attrition and sintering and the bed material should be resistant to the decay in the reactivity
during cyclic CO2 absorption and desorption cycles. (Florin and Harris, 2008, p. 295)

CaO sorbents seem to be the most used bed material in SEG, mainly because of its low price
and good availability. Florin & Harris argue that CaO is the best option for bed material in
sorbent-enhanced gasification of biomass (Florin and Harris, 2008, p. 295). The biggest
disadvantage of CaO is its limited durability during cyclic CO2 absorption and desorption.
(Pfeifer, 2013, p. 977)

In addition to CaO other sorbent materials have also been studied, but mainly in postcombustion CO2 capture. However Pfeifer argues that since the same chemical reactions occur
in SEG, the same sorbent materials could be used. Such sorbents include magnesium oxidebased (MgO) sorbents, lithium oxides and sodium oxides. However the research on these
sorbent materials is at the beginning stage thus information on these materials is scarce.
(Pfeifer, 2013, p. 978-979)

3.6 Challenges
As discussed above the SEG process is mainly limited due to the thermodynamics of the
reactions and the decay of sorbent activity during cyclic CO2 absorption and desorption. The
temperature difference between the gasifier and the combustor causes heat losses since the bed
material has to be cooled and reheated during each cycle. It may also cause operational issues
since the bed material circulation rate needs to be low in order to keep the reactors at desired
temperatures. (Pfeifer, 2013, p. 980-981)

Several methods have been studied which try to enhance the reactivity of the sorbent bed
material. These methods can be characterized as physical and chemical sorbent enhancement.
Physical sorbent enhancement uses physical effects such as thermal treatments and steam
regeneration in order to sustain or regenerate the active surface area of the sorbent material.
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Chemical enhancement uses chemical additives in order to increase the CO2 carrying capacity
of the bed material. (Ylätalo, 2013, p. 29) Since this thesis is focused on modelling SEG
process, details of sorbent enhancement methods are not discussed further in this work. A good
review of these methods can be found in (Florin and Harris, 2008).
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4

SORBENT-ENHANCED GASIFIER APPLICATIONS

The research on SEG is mainly carried out in laboratory scale test facilities. Most of the test
facilities utilize the DFB concept with a bubbling fluidized bed gasifier. Tests of only one
industrial scale SEG application have been reported. In this chapter three different published
SEG designs are presented.

4.1 CO2 Acceptor Process
CO2 acceptor process, proposed by Curran et al. in 1969, was the first experiment to produce
hydrogen by steam reforming of hydrocarbons with CO2 absorption in the presence of CaO. It
uses the calcium looping gasification concept. The fluidized bed in the gasifier consists of char
and it is fluidized with steam. The sorbent passes through the bed and is then transported to the
regenerator and back to the gasifier after regeneration. The hydrogen content in the product gas
was 65%. (Curran et al. 1969) Limited information of the test exist, as the project ended in
1977. A flow chart of the process is presented in Figure 4-1

Figure 4-1. Flow chart of the CO2 acceptor process. (Curran et al. 1969)

4.2 HyPr-Ring Process
Hydrogen production by reaction integrated novel gasification (HyPr-Ring) is a process to
produce H2 out of coal with H2O by absorption of CO2 with CaO. It was proposed by Lin et al.
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in 2002 and it has been studied with bench-scale experiments. The process uses dual fluidized
bed concept and consists mainly of a gasifier, a sorbent regenerator and heat exchangers. (Lin
et al. 2002, 869) The main components of the process are presented in Figure 4-2.

Figure 4-2. The main components of the HyPr-RING process. (Lin et al. 2002, p. 873)

The calciner operates at temperatures from 900 to 1100 °C at atmospheric pressure and the
gasifier operates at 650 °C and a high pressure of 2.5 MPa. The four main reactions integrated
in the gasifier are
CaO + H2 → Ca(OH)2

(4.1)

C + H2 O → CO + H2

(4.2)

CO + H2 O → CO2 + H2

(4.3)

Ca(OH)2 + CO2 → CaCO3 + H2 O

(4.4)

Hydrocarbons react with H2O to produce H2 and CO2 in the gasifier. CaO reacts with high
pressure steam to produce Ca(OH)2, which absorbs CO2, producing CaCO3. CaO is then
regenerated from CaCO3 in the regenerator, producing nearly pure CO2. The product gas
consists mainly of hydrogen (80-90%) and a small amount of CH4. (Lin et al. 2002, p. 871)
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4.3 Absorption Enhanced Reforming
The absorption-enhanced reforming (AER) process was developed at Vienna University of
Technology. It uses two fluidized bed reactors for continuous operation as discussed in chapter
2.3. Vienna University of Technology has built a 100 kWth test facility, which consists of a
BFB gasifier and a CFB combustor. (Pfeifer, Koppatz and Hofbauer, 2011) A simplified
schematic of the process development unit is presented in Figure 4-3.

Figure 4-3. 100 kWth AER test rig at Vienna University of Technology (Pfeifer, Koppatz and
Hofbauer, 2011, p. 44).

The test facility has been used to study the effects of various fuel types and bed materials on
the AER process. Pfeifer at al. reported that one of the limitations using this type of process
configuration was the limited gas-solid contact in the BFB gasifier. (Pfeifer, 2013, p. 989)
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The institute of Combustion and Power Plant Technology in the university of Stuttgart also has
an AER process test facility, which has been used to demonstrate the AER proceses at 20 kWth
level. The unit consists of a 12.4 high CFB combustor with a 7.0 cm diameter and a 3.5 m high
BFB gasifier with a 11.4 cm diameter. (Poboss et al., 2012) Continuous operation has been
accomplished and the hydrogen content in the product gas was 75 vol-%. Poboss et al.
concluded that the ratio of regenerated sorbent and carbon fed to the gasifier is a key parameter,
which has an effect on the cold gas efficiency, product gas yield and composition as well as tar
concentration. (Poboss et al., 2012, p. 53) The experimental device is presented in Figure 4-4.

Figure 4-4. 20 kWth DFB gasifier facility. (Poboss et al., 2012, p. 55)

The AER concept has been demonstrated once at industrial scale with an 8 MW CHP plant at
Güssing, Austria. The DFB system is the core of the plant which generates a product gas and
a flue gas stream. The product gas is cleaned before it is burned in the hot water boiler or gas
engine to produce heat and power. The cleaning system consists of a solid particle separator
and a product gas scrubber. The flue gas passes through heat exchangers and the heat is used
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for air preheating, generating steam as well as district heating. CaO was used as bed material
and steady state conditions under sorption enhanced gasification operation conditions were
achieved. The product gas had higher hydrogen and lower carbon dioxide levels compared to
conventional dual fluidized bed gasification. (Koppatz et al., 2009) A schematic of the CHP
plant at Güssing is presented in Figure 4-5.

Figure 4-5. 8 MW biomass CHP plant at Güssing. (Koppatz et al., 2009)

Other research groups have used similar configurations to the AER process. Archarya et al.
have investigated the sorbent enhanced gasification with a process called chemical looping
gasification. The device uses steam as the gasification agent and it has been used to study the
effect of key parameters such as CaO to biomass ratio, steam to biomass ratio and temperature.
The chemical looping gasification experimental device is presented in Figure 4-6. It consists
of a 25.4 mm CFB regenerator, a 101 mm BFB gasifier and a loop seal and the process is
electrically heated. The regenerator operates at 900 °C and the gasifier at the temperature range
of 550 – 600 °C. (Acharya, Dutta and Basu, 2012)
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Figure 4-6. Chemical looping gasification experimental device. (Acharya et al. 2012, p. 8654)
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5

CURRENT STATUS OF SEG MODELING

Simulation can provide better understanding of the physical and chemical mechanisms in the
SEG process. Models can be used for example in the design of new systems, predicting
operational behavior, identifying the sensitivity of the performance to variation of different
parameters and in cost analysis. The principles of different modelling approaches are briefly
discussed and four models from the literature and their main results are reviewed.

5.1 Modelling Approaches
There are several different approaches in modelling gasification such as thermodynamic
equilibrium models, kinetics models, computational fluid dynamics models (CFD) and
artificial neural networks models (ANN). CFD models predict fluid flow, heat transfer and
chemical reactions by solving a set of numerical equations which are based on the conservation
of mass, energy and momentum. Artificial neural networks uses regression to correlate input
and output streams based on experimental data. The network mimics the working of the human
brain by learning from sample data. However only thermodynamic equilibrium models and
kinetics models are reported in modelling of SEG processes. A few process simulation models
are also reported, which use either the equilibrium or kinetic approach to model the gasifier
unit.

5.1.1 Thermodynamic Equilibrium Models
Thermodynamic equilibrium models are based on the second law of thermodynamics.
Chemical equilibrium is achieved when the entropy of the system is maximized while the
systems Gibbs free energy is minimized. It is a state where the reacting system is at its most
stable composition and species concentration no longer change over time. Thermodynamic
equilibrium models predict the highest possible gasification efficiency. (Ahmed et al. 2012, p.
2307) However according to experimental results, thermodynamic equilibrium is not achieved
due kinetic, heat transfer and mass transfer limitations (Hejazi et al. 2017, p. 1702). Especially
the low gasification temperature in the SEG process makes the assumption of thermodynamic
equilibrium questionable. Despite these limitations equilibrium models are widely used
because of their easy implementation and fast convergence.

There are two general approaches for equilibrium models: stoichiometric and nonstoichiometric. Stoichiometric models are based on equilibrium constants of independent
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reactions as given by equation 5.1. All chemical reactions and species need to be involved in
the reaction mechanism.
𝐾𝑝 = ∏𝑖(𝑝𝑖∗ )𝑣𝑖

(5.1)

Where 𝑣𝑖 are the stochiometric coefficients of the species taking part in the reaction and 𝑝𝑖∗ are
the partial pressures at the equilibrium state. The equilibrium constant is a function of
temperature only for ideal gases. It can be calculated by
ln (𝐾𝑝 (𝑇)) = −

Δ𝐺𝑅0 (𝑇)
𝑅𝑇

(5.2)

where Δ𝐺𝑅0 is the Gibbs free enthalpy [J/kg] at standard pressure (1 bar), R is the universal gas
constant and T is the temperature in Kelvins.

Non-stoichiometric models are based on minimization of the Gibbs free energy. In this method
no reactions need to be specified, only the elemental composition of the feedstock needs to be
defined. (Ahmed et al. 2012, p. 2307). The Gibbs free energy can be calculated from enthalpies
H [J/kg] and entropies S [J/(kgK)] of the species in the system
Δ𝐺𝑅0 (𝑇) = ∑𝑖[𝑣𝑖 𝐻𝑖∗ (𝑇)] − 𝑇 ∑𝑖[𝑣𝑖 𝑆𝑖 (𝑝𝑜 , 𝑇)]

(5.3)

In addition to thermodynamic equilibrium equations, energy and mass balance equations need
to be defined. Regardless of the differences in the stoichiometric and non-stochiometric
approaches, they produce similar results. (Ahmed et al. 2012, p. 2307)

Equilibrium models are independent of gasifier design and they are not limited to specific
operating conditions thus they can be used for simulating different gasifier configurations.
However this is a severe limitation to this type of modelling. Equilibrium models can’t take
into account reaction kinetics and gasifier hydrodynamics. According to Florin & Harris these
models always over predict the H2 concentration in the product gas. For example of Florin &
Harris investigated hydrogen production from biomass with CO2 capture by means of
thermodynamic equilibrium modelling and experiments. The model predicted 20 % higher
maximum H2 yield than the corresponding experimental study (Florin and Harris, 2007).
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5.1.2 Kinetics Models
Kinetics models are computationally more intensive than equilibrium models, but they are
more accurate and detailed. Kinetics models take into account the reaction kinetics and
hydrodynamics of the gasifier. These models can be used to predict the temperature and gas
composition profiles of the gasifier and the overall gasifier performance. Kinetics models
describe the process using kinetic rate expressions which are derived from experiments. Rate
law and kinetic parameters are the main components of kinetics models. The general form of
rate law is presented below.
𝑣

𝑟 = 𝑘 ∏𝑖 𝑐𝑖 𝑖

(5.4)

Where 𝑐𝑖 are the molar concentrations of reacting species and k is the reaction rate coefficient.
However experimental correlations have been determined for most reactions. For example the
reaction rate equation for methane reforming [mol/m3s] can be formulated as
𝑟 = 4.4 exp (−1.62 ∙

108
𝑇

) 𝑐𝐶 𝑐𝐻2

(5.5)

Where 𝑐𝐶 is the molar concentration of carbon [mol/m3] and 𝑐𝐻2 the molar concentration of
hydrogen [mol/m3]. The reaction rate coefficient is dependent on temperature according to
widely used Arrhenius law.
𝐸𝑎

𝑘 = 𝐴𝑒 −𝑅𝑇

(5.6)

Where A is the frequency factor and 𝐸𝑎 is the activation energy. Corresponding equations can
be written each chemical reaction in the process. In addition to these equations mass,
momentum and energy balances of the system are incorporated. To model the reactor
hydrodynamics, knowledge of the physical mixing in the reactor is needed.

Kinetics models can also be used to estimate the product gas composition under varying
operation conditions, which is valuable information in improvement of gasifiers. Nevertheless,
kinetics models have limitations because the models contain experimental parameters that
restrict their range of applicability. (Ahmed et al. 2012, p. 2308) Also many reactions e.g. tar
cracking are catalyzed by solids thus the reaction kinetics are affected by biomass ash and
sorbent materials. This makes it difficult to represent the reaction kinetics accurately. (Hejazi
et al. 2017, p. 1702)
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5.1.3 Process Models
The behavior of a complete gasification system can be simulated with process modelling. A
model of a complete gasification system is very complex and involves hundreds of variables
and equations. For this reason process simulators such as ASPEN PLUS and IPSEpro are
typically used for evaluating the performance of the process. Process simulators have built in
mathematical models which are used to build the process flowsheet with minimal effort.
Process models can be used to simulate steady state and dynamic simulations. (Ahmed et al.
2012, p. 2309)

5.2 SEG Models
In this chapter four different SEG models from the literature and their most significant results
are presented.
5.2.1 Kinetic Model by Inayat et al.
Inayat et al. created a 0D steady state kinetics model for hydrogen production via biomass
steam gasification with CaO as CO2 sorbent. Six simultaneously occurring reactions were
implemented including char gasification, Boudoard, methanation, methane reforming, water
gas shift and carbonation. The product gas consisted of H2, CO, CO2 and CH4. Tar and ash
formation were neglected and biomass was represented as char, which means that pyrolysis
was not modelled. (Inayat et al., 2010)

The kinetics behavior of involved reactions were represented with a first order model with
respect to reacting species’ concentration 𝑐𝐴 and 𝑐𝐵 as following
𝑟𝑖 = 𝑘𝑖 𝑐𝐴 𝑐𝐵

(5.7)

Carbonation was not treated as a reversible reaction and the reason for this was not explained.
Assumingly it was because the simulations were performed a temperature range from 700 to
1000 K. The reaction rate of reversible water gas shift was calculated with
𝑟 = 𝑘(𝑐𝐶𝑂 𝑐𝐻2 𝑂 +

𝐶𝐶𝑂2 𝐶𝐻2
𝐾𝑊

)

(5.8)

where k is the reaction rate constant for water gas shift reaction and 𝐾𝑊 is the equilibrium
constant. Overall volumetric rate of change of each component i was determined based on
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chemical reaction engineering rules. The implemented reactions and reaction rate coefficients
used in the study are presented in Table 5-1.

Table 5-1. Implemented reactions and corresponding kinetics parameters used by Inayat et al.

Kinetics scheme

Kinetics parameters [mol/m3s]

1

C + H2 O → CO + H2

2 ∙ 105 exp(−6000/𝑇)

2

C + 2H2 → CH4

4.4exp(−1.62 ∙ 108 /𝑇)

3

C + CO2 → 2CO

0.12exp(−17921/𝑇)

4

CH4 + H2 O → CO + 3H2

3 ∙ 105 exp(−15000/𝑇)

5

CO + H2 O ↔ CO2 + H2

106 exp(−6370/𝑇)

Reaction no, i

𝐾𝑊 = 520exp(−7230/𝑇)
6

CO2 + CaO → CaCO3

10.2exp(−44.5/𝑇)

Inayat et al. used the same approach in a parametric study in a process model of oil palm empty
fruit bunch steam gasification in the presence of CaO. Temperature and SBR were concluded
as the most important variables. Increasing the value of these parameters increased the
hydrogen concentration in the product gas. Temperature was reported to have a bigger impact
on the hydrogen yield than SBR. (Inayat et al., 2012) Figure 5-1 shows the simulated effect of
temperature and SCR on hydrogen concentration compared with experimental results by Li et
al (Li et al., 2009).

Figure 5-1. Effect of temperature and SBR on hydrogen concentration. The results of Inayat et
al. simulation are presented with blue and experimental results by Li et al. are presented with
green. (Inayat et al., 2010)
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The results were compared to experimental results by Li et al. The mean errors between the
predicted product gas species concentrations and experimental results were 18.1 %, 45.7 %,
37.8 % and 26.2 % for H2, CO, CO2 and CH4. Inayat et al. explained that the error resulted
from using different biomass and from the assumption that tar was not produced in the gasifier.

5.2.2 Kinetics Model by Sreejith et al.
Sreejith et al. studied the feasibility of using CaO as a CO2 sorbent in an air-steam fluidized
bed biomass gasifier with a 0D reaction kinetics model. Arrhenius rate equations were
implemented for gasification, carbonation and four different tar cracking reactions (R9-R12).
(Sreejith et al. 2015, p. 197) The implemented reactions are presented in Table 5-2.

Table 5-2. Implemented chemical reactions. (Sreejith et al. 2015, p. 199)

Reaction Reaction name

Kinetics scheme

number
R1

Char gasification

C + H2 O → CO + H2

R2

Methane formation

C + 2H2 → CH4

R3

Boudouard reaction

C + CO2 → 2CO

R4

Steam methane reforming

CH4 + H2 O → CO + 3H2

R5

Water gas shift

CO + H2 O → CO2 + H2

R6

Char partial oxidation

2C + O2 → 2CO

R7

CO combustion

2CO + O2 → 2CO2

R8

Carbonation

CaO + CO2 → CaCO3

R9

Naphthalene cracking

C10 H8 → 7.38C + 0.275C6 H6 + 0.97CH4 + 1.235H2

R10

Benzene reforming

C6 H6 + 2H2 O → 1.5C + 2.5CH4 + 2CO

R11

Benzene oxidation

C6 H6 + 4.5O2 → 6CO + 3H2 O

R12

Naphthalene oxidation

C10 H8 + 7O2 → 10CO + 4H2 O

The products of devolatilization were predicted using correlations for fluidized bed gasification
and tars were modelled as a mixture of benzene (C6H6) and naphthalene (C10H8) in the mass
ratio of 3:7. The temperature and pressure were uniform in the gasifier and the gasifier operated
under adiabatic conditions. The biomass was assumed to consist of C, H2 and O2 and the char
was treated as pure carbon. Biomass moisture content, catalytic activity of CaO and the effect
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of solids particle size on the gasifier performance were not taken into account. (Sreejith,
Muraleedharan and Arun, 2015)

The simulated effect of SBR on product gas composition is shown in Figure 5-2. Increasing
the amount of steam in the gasifier enhances char gasification, steam methane reforming,
benzene reforming and water gas shift reactions. The first three of these reactions increase the
yields of H2 and CO. However the concentration of CO is predicted to decrease. This is due to
shifting of water gas shift reaction forward, which is confirmed by the increment in CO2
concentration. Inayat et al. (Inayat et al., 2012) and Li et al. (Li et al., 2009) also reported this
trend. (Sreejith et al. 2015, p. 201)

Figure 5-2. Concentration of product gas components from air-steam gasification as a function
of SBR at 1000 K. (Sreejith et al. 2015, p. 200)

Compared to the kinetics model by Inayat et al. this model has some advantages as it involves
pyrolysis and tar cracking reactions. However this model can’t incorporate the effect of reactor
hydrodynamics and it is limited to woody biomass. Neither of the models by Inayat et al. nor
by Sreejith et al. incorporate spatial discretization, which limits their applicability to only
describing the general trends of the process. The decay of sorbent effectiveness due to attrition,
pore blockage and loss of active are due to sintering was also not taken into account in either
of these models.
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5.2.3 DFBG Equilibrium Model by Hejazi et al.
Hejazi et al. developed a steady state model for steam gasification of biomass coupled with insitu CO2 capture in a dual fluidized bed reactor. The gasification was modelled with a
stoichiometric equilibrium approach. The incomplete carbonation due to kinetic limitations and
sorbent sintering was modelled with an empirical kinetic model. The model was used to
identify the effects of important operational parameters such as temperature, pressure and
solids circulation rate. (Hejazi et al. 2014, p. 1256) A schematic of the simulated dual fluidized
bed system is presented in Figure 5-3.

Figure 5-3. A schematic of the simulated system. Solid arrows represent mass flows while
dashed arrows represent energy flows. (Hejazi et al. 2014, p. 1258)

The heat demand of the gasifier is supplied by the sensible heat of bed materials, which is
provided by combustion of the unconverted char and an external heat source to the calcinercombustor. Drying and pyrolysis of solid feedstock are assumed to happen instantaneously
producing a product gas, which consists of H2, CO, CH4 and CO2, and unreacted char (solid
carbon). Unreacted char is completely combusted in the calciner with 10 % excess of pure O2.
(Hejazi et al. 2014, p. 1258)

To predict the product gas composition, mass balances for each element in the gasifier and
chemical equilibrium equations for the gasification reactions were implemented. The only
gasification reactions that were implemented are Boudoard, methanation and water-gas shift
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reaction. The amount of unconverted carbon leaving the gasifier to the calciner was set to a
constant value of 15 % (mass fraction) of the fuel’s carbon content. (Hejazi et al. 2014, p. 1259)

The loss of sorbent reactivity was taken into account by implementing an empirical kinetic
model presented by Grasa and Abanades (Grasa & Abanades 2006). The kinetic model predicts
the overall average carbonation conversion. The average carbonation conversion takes into
account the sintering of CaO during cyclic carbonation and calcination but it is also a function
of gasifier conditions such as the temperature, partial pressure of CO2 and average residence
time of sorbent particles. (Hejazi et al. 2014, p. 1262)

Figure 5-4 shows the effect of sorbent circulation rate on product gas composition and flowrate.
Increasing the sorbent circulation rate enhances carbonation, resulting in decreased CO2
concentration. This in turn shifts the water-gas shift reaction forward, consuming CO and
producing more H2. The net result is a smaller product gas flow rate but an increased lower
heating value. (Hejazi et al. 2014, p. 1263-1264)

Figure 5-4. Effect of sorbent circulation rate on product gas composition and flowrate. Gasifier
temperature = 650 °C, p = 1 atm, SBR = 0.7, biomass moisture = 15 wt%. (Hejazi et al. 2014, p.
1264)

The system of non-linear equations consisting of mass balance equations, equilibrium
equations and energy balance equations was solved with MATLAB (Hejazi et al. 2014, p.
1259). A flowchart of the simulation algorithm is presented in Appendix I.
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5.2.4 Process Model by Pröll & Hofbauer
Pröll & Hofbauer developed a process model for a dual fluidized bed gasifier system with
selective CO2 transport. They used IPSEpro, an equation-oriented steady state simulation
software, to study a case where CaO was used as bed material to selectively transport CO 2.
Experimental data from a 100 kWth pilot plant was used to determine model parameters. (Pröll
and Hofbauer, 2008) The structure of the simulation model is presented in Figure 5-5.

Figure 5-5. IPSEpro simulation model. (Pröll & Hofbauer 2008, p. 1210)

Drying and devolatilization were assumed to be complete, thus the degree of feedstock
conversion was determined by heterogeneous char conversion. The fuel conversion (dry and
ash free) 𝑋𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙,𝑑𝑎𝑓 was calculated with a rough empirical correlation
1

𝑋𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙,𝑑𝑎𝑓 = 1 − 1+𝑘(𝑇)∙𝜏

𝑏𝑒𝑑,𝐺

(5.9)

where 𝑘(𝑇) is an empirical factor and 𝜏𝑏𝑒𝑑,𝐺 is the mean residence time of the solid material
in the gasifier. The char and additional fuel were assumed to combust completely in the
combustor. (Pröll & Hofbauer 2008, p. 1210)

The concentrations of CO, CO2, H2 and H2O were predicted based on the water-gas shift
reaction equilibrium and mass balances for the gas components. However a parameter 𝑝𝛿𝐸𝑞 ,
the logarithmic equilibrium distance for a specific reaction, was introduced to describe the
difference between the product gas composition and the water-gas shift equilibrium:
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𝑣

∏𝑖 𝑝𝑖 𝑖

𝑝𝛿𝐸𝑞 = (𝑝𝑖 𝑇) = log10 [𝐾

𝑝 (𝑇)

]

(5.10)

where 𝐾𝑝 (𝑇) is the equilibrium constant and 𝑝𝑖 is the partial pressure of gas component i in the
product gas. The value of 𝑝𝛿𝐸𝑞 for the water-gas shift reaction was received from experiments.
(Pröll & Hofbauer 2008, p. 1209)

The model was used to study the influence of fuel water content on the behavior of the DFBG
system, also the effects of specific CO2 transport capacity of the bed material was studied.
Figure 5-6 shows that the solid circulation rate is much lower for the case of selective CO2
transport compared to conventional DFB gasification. This is due to the higher temperature
difference between the gasifier and combustor. Increasing water content increases the heat
demand in the gasifier, thus the solid circulation rate increases to compensate the increased
energy demand. The solid circulation rate is decreased while increasing the specific CO2
transport capacity, because more energy is transported from the combustor to the gasifier .(Pröll
& Hofbauer 2008, 1213)

Figure 5-6. Specific bed material circulation rate as a function of fuel water content. The line
where specific CO2 is zero represents a process without CO2 transport operated at the same
temperatures as in the case with CO2 transport. (Pröll & Hofbauer 2008, 1213)
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5.3 Calcium Looping Modelling
Extensive has been carried out on the cyclic carbonation-calcination behavior of lime. Based
on this research, numerous correlations have been developed to predict the decay of
carbonation-calcination performance. The main difference between these models is the
approach selected for modeling the sorbent conversion and the decay of sorbent activity.
Recently a comprehensive review of these models was published by Martinez et al. (Martínez
et al. 2016) The basic principles of commonly used models in the literature are presented in the
following chapters.

5.3.1 Carbonator Modelling
A commonly used approach in modelling of the cyclic CO2 carrying capacity of CaO was
developed by Grasa and Abanades. This model describes the maximum CO2 carrying capacity
𝑋𝑚𝑎𝑥 [-] as a function of a carrying capacity decay coefficient f [-]
1

𝑋𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 1/(1−𝑋

𝑟 )+𝑓𝑁

+ 𝑋𝑟

(5.11)

where 𝑋𝑟 is the residual carrying capacity in molar fractions [-] and N is the number of
carbonation cycles. As the number of carbonation cycles grow, the maximum carrying capacity
reaches a residual value, which was found to be constant at 7-8% regardless of the process
conditions. A value of 0.52 was suggested for the decay coefficient. (Grasa & Abanades 2006).

Figure 5-7. CO2 carrying capacity of lime calculated with equation 5.11.
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Another commonly used approach proposed by Li et al. describes the conversion with a semiempirical correlation. The object is to integrate the equation 5.3.2 to describe the evolution of
conversion 𝑋𝑁 as a function of carbonation-calcination cycles N.
𝑋𝑁 = 𝑎1 𝑓1𝑁+1 + 𝑎2 𝑓2𝑁+1 + 𝑏

(5.12)

Parameters 𝑎1 , f1, 𝑎2 , f2 and b were determined experimentally for different sorbents. By using
an infinite sum of a geometric series, the average activity can be approximated as a function of
the main design parameters of the system
𝑋𝑎𝑣𝑒 = (𝐹0 + 𝐹𝑅 𝑋𝑎𝑣𝑒 )𝑓𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑐 [𝐹 +𝐹
0

𝑎1 𝑓12

𝑅 𝑓𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑏 𝑓𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑐

+ 𝐹 +𝐹
(1−𝑓 )
1

0

𝑎2 𝑓22

𝑅 𝑓𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑏 𝑓𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑐

𝑏

+𝐹]
(1−𝑓 )
2

0

(5.13)

where 𝐹0 is the solids make-up flow [kg/s], 𝐹𝑅 is the solids circulation rate [kg/s], 𝑓𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑏 is the
fraction of carbonation [-] and 𝑓𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑐 is the fraction of calcination [-].
As discussed in chapter 2.3.4, carbonation changes from a fast kinetically controlled stage to a
slower diffusion controlled stage due to sintering of the porous structure of lime. Several
kinetics models have been developed to describe the kinetics of these stages. The grain model
approach developed by Nitsch is commonly used. This model expresses the decay of CaO
conversion with respect to time as a function of CO2 partial pressure.
2
𝑑𝑋𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑏
= 𝑘(1 − 𝑋𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑏 )3 (𝐶𝐶𝑂2 − 𝐶𝑒𝑞,𝐶𝑂2 )
𝑑𝑡

(5.14)

where k is the kinetic coefficient for carbonation [m3/(kmol s)], 𝐶𝐶𝑂2 is the molar concentration
of CO2 [kmol/m3] and 𝐶𝐶𝑂2,𝑒𝑞 is the CO2 equilibrium molar concentration. (Nitsche 1962) A
similar model was used by Ylätalo et al. in their one-dimensional calcium looping model,
which is the model frame for the modelling in this work.

The models presented in the literature are developed based on data, which is gathered from
laboratory testing conditions. As the models derived from this kind of data are not always
directly scalable to full industrial scale applications, further research is needed on modelling
the carbonator under full scale conditions. Most carbonator models model the reactor as onedimensional and describe the hydrodynamics with semi-empirical correlations. The accuracy
of this kind of modelling approach weakens when scaling up the calculations to full industrial
scale. This is because the importance of 3D effects in full scale reactors is greater than most
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pilot-scale experimental devices. Therefore 3D models carbonator models would provide
useful information for the scaling of carbonators to full scale. Another further development
need is a model with the capability to predict carbonator performance at partial loads. (Martínez
et al. 2016, p 283)

5.3.2 Calciner Modelling
Several different modelling approach have been developed to model calcination. Some
approaches use a shrinking core model (SCM) to describe the kinetics of calcination. These
models take into account the decomposition of CaCO3 at the CaO-CaCO3 interface as well as
the diffusion of CO2 from the porous structure of CaO to the particle surface. (García-Labiano
et al. 2002, p. 2386) Another common approach is the homogenous model, in which the
calcination rates are uniform throughout the solid particles (Martínez et al. 2016, p. 283).

A changing grain size model (CGCM) was proposed by García-Labiano et al. This model
assumes that the particles consist of non-porous grains with uniform initial radius. The
unreacted core of CaCO3 shrinks as the calcination reaction proceeds. CaO generates a porous
stucture, because its molar volume is lower than the molar volume of CaCO3. The particle size
was assumed to be constant and at constant temperature. The required mass balance for
diffusion and reaction of the gas within the particle was formulated as
𝜕𝐶𝐶𝑂2
𝜕𝑡

1 𝜕

= 𝑅2 𝜕𝑅 (𝐷𝑒 𝑅 2

𝜕𝐶𝐶𝑂2
𝜕𝑅

) − 𝑟𝑐

(5.15)

where 𝐷𝑒 is the effective diffusivity within the particle [m2/s], R is the radial coordinate within
the particle [m] and 𝑟𝑐 is the reaction rate per unit particle volume [mol/(m3s)]. (García-Labiano
et al. 2002, p. 2386) When the calcination was controlled by chemical decomposition, the
calcination rate 𝑟𝑐 was calculated with
0.5
𝑟𝑐 = 𝑘𝑐 𝑆𝑒 (1 − 𝑐𝑃𝐶𝑂
)(1 −
2

𝑝𝐶𝑂2
𝑝𝑒𝑞

)

(5.16)

where 𝑘𝑐 is the reaction rate constant [mol/(m2s)], 𝑆𝑒 is the reaction surface [m2] and c is an
adsorption constant [Pa2]. (García-Labiano et al. 2002, p. 2388)

Similar to carbonator modelling, semi-empirical models are a practical approach. Fang et al
expressed the kinetic conversion rate of calcination based on the grain model approach
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𝑑𝑋𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑐
𝑑𝑡

2

= 𝑘𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑐 (1 − 𝑋𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑐 )3 (𝐶𝑒𝑞,𝐶𝑂2 − 𝐶𝐶𝑂2 )

(5.17)

where 𝑋𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑐 is the calcination conversion [-] and 𝑘𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑐 [m3/(mol s)] is the reaction rate constant
for calcination, calculated with equation 5.18.
𝑘𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑐 = 𝑘0,𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑐 𝑒 −

150000
𝑅𝑇

(5.18)

The predicted conversion showed good agreement with experimental results from a Thermogravimetric analyzer (TGA) with a value of 𝑘0,𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑐 = 23797 m3/(mol s). (Fang et al. 2009, p.
209) The experimental results and simulated results as presented in Figure 5-8.

Figure 5-8. Calcination as a function of time calculated with equation XX compared to
experimental results from TGA measurements at 900 °C. (Fang et al. 2009, p. 209)

Most of the models have been derived from laboratory scale facilities, where the heat demand
for calcination is supplied by electrical heaters. However in industrial scale applications, the
heat is provided by combustion of fuel. This can’t be neglected in the reactor models, as it has
a significant influence on the reactor conditions. Similarly to carbonator modelling, there is
also a need for models capable of predicting part load performance. (Martínez et al. 2016, p.
287)
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6

MODEL DESCRIPTION

In this chapter the necessary equations and modeling methods used to model SEG process are
discussed.

6.1 Aim of Modeling in This Work
The aim of modeling in this work is to develop a one-dimensional model for SEG process and
use it to simulate 100 MW reference case. The model can be used to predict the performance
and optimize process parameters. The model is developed by implementing gasification sub
models to a one dimensional calcium looping model (CaL1D ), which is used as a model frame.
CaL1D model includes the necessary balance equations and semi-empirical correlations for
modelling the hydrodynamics of the CFB reactors. General principles of the CaL1D model and
the necessary modifications to the model are discussed in the following chapters. A detailed
description of the CaL1D model can be found in Jaakko Ylätalo’s dissertation (Ylätalo, 2013).

6.2 Modeling Methods
The model frame used for modeling in this work solves one-dimensional conservation
equations for mass, energy and gas and solid material fractions. Because the momentum
equation is not solved, the hydrodynamics are modelled with a semi-empirical approach. The
equations are solved with a built-in solver within Matlab/Simulink. Both of the reactors are
vertically discretized into control volumes and they are connected together through cyclonestandpipe-loop models. The control volumes are assumed to be ideally mixed. Gas and solid
phases are treated separately, using the same average temperature. (Ylätalo, 2013)

The effect of chemical reactions and heat- and mass transfer in each vertical level can be
calculated based on local values of temperatures, gas and solid concentrations. These
phenomena are modelled with semi-empirical correlations. Reactions are taken into account by
calculating the reaction rate, which is then used to calculate the source and sink terms in the
mass balance equations for solids and gases as well as the energy equation. (Ylätalo, 2013)

The model frame includes reactions for evaporation of moisture in the fuel, char and volatile
combustion, carbonation, calcination and indirect sulphation. To model the SEG process, the
following gasification reactions were implemented to the code: Boudouard, methanation,
water-gas reaction, water gas shift and steam methane reforming. In addition to the gasification
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reactions direct sulphation and desulphation were also implemented to the model. The overall
model frame is presented in Figure 6-1.

Figure 6-1. Model frame of the 1D SEG model.

6.2.1 Combustion
The combustion model used in this model is the same as in Ylätalo’s model, but a few technical
issues were corrected. The combustion model uses the ultimate analysis to divide the fuel into
moisture, ash and combustible components. The elements C, N, H, O and S are divided between
volatiles and char with correlations proposed by Myöhänen (2011). The lower heating value is
then calculated and compared to the measured lower heating value. The difference between
these values is defined as the formation enthalpy of volatiles, which makes the energy balance
match. The general combustion model frame is presented in Figure 6-2.
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Figure 6-2. Overall frame of the combustion model. (Myohanen, 2011)

Oxygen is released with volatiles so the char consists of C, N, H and S. The volatile nitrogen
and sulphur react with hydrogen, forming H2S (hydrogen sulphide) and NH3 (ammonia).
Carbon reacts with oxygen, forming carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide. The leftover carbon
and hydrogen form methane (CH4) and ethane (C2H4) and the remaining hydrogen is released
as gaseous hydrogen. De-Souza Santos’ approach to the reaction rates of volatiles is applied
𝑟𝑔,𝑣𝑜𝑙,𝑖 = 𝑚g,vol,i 𝑘𝑔,𝑣𝑜𝑙,𝑖

1
𝑇𝑖𝑑

𝑎
𝑏
𝑐
𝐶𝑣𝑜𝑙,𝑖
𝐶𝑂2,𝑖
𝐶𝑥,𝑖

(6.1)

Where 𝑚g,vol,i is the mass of gas in control volume i [kg], 𝑘𝑔,𝑣𝑜𝑙,𝑖 is the kinetic coefficient of
𝑎
𝑐
reaction [m3Kd/(kmol s)], 𝐶𝑣𝑜𝑙,𝑖
is the molar concentration of reacting component, 𝐶𝑥,𝑖
is the

molar concentration of a participating gas component and a, b, c, and d are empirical
coefficients. The reaction rate for char combustion is applied from Basu’s approach (2006)
𝑛
𝑟𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟,𝑖 = 𝑚char,i 𝑘char,i 𝑝𝑂2,eff,i

(6.2)

where 𝑚char,i is the mass of char in the element i [kg], 𝑘char,i is the reaction rate coefficient
[1/(Pa s)] and 𝑝𝑂2,eff,i is the effective partial pressure of oxygen in the element [Pa]. The
effective partial pressure is defined as
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𝑝𝑂2,eff,i = 𝜙𝑝𝑂2,i

(6.3)

where 𝜙 is the char-gas contact coefficient [-], which is purely a modelling parameter. This
approach is applied to account limited contact between char and oxygen.

During char combustion the carbon in char forms carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide.
Hydrogen forms water vapor, nitrogen is released as gaseous nitrogen and Sulphur forms
hydrogen sulphide. These reactions happen at the same rate, thus the composition of char
remains constant. The relation of CO and CO2 which are formed during char combustion is
defined with a model input parameter.

6.2.2 Gasification Reactions
As discussed in the previous chapter the char consists of carbon, nitrogen, hydrogen and
sulphur. During the char gasification, nitrogen is released as molecular nitrogen and sulphur in
the char forms hydrogen sulphide with hydrogen. The remaining hydrogen is released as
molecular hydrogen. This happens at the same rate as the carbon is gasified, thus the
composition of char remains constant, which allows simple handling.

The following gasification reactions are implemented in the model. Reaction rate equations
were applied from the literature.
C + CO2 → 2 CO

Boudouard

C + H2 O → H2 + CO

Water-gas

C + 2 H2 → CH4

Methane formation

CO + H2 O ↔ CO2 + H2

Water-gas shift

CH4 + H2 O ↔ CO + 3 H2

Steam methane formation

The reaction rate equations found in the literature have been experimentally determined in
idealistic reaction conditions. Because the reaction conditions in the reactors are not the same
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as in the experiments a modelling parameter a is applied to each of the gasification reaction
rate equations. These parameters increase the accuracy of modeling real fluidized bed reactor
conditions as it accounts the limited contact between the reacting components. The values of
these parameters can be determined based on experimental data. The reaction rate equation for
Water-gas [mol/m3s] is applied from (Petersen and Werther, 2005)
𝑟𝑤𝑔 = 𝑎𝑤𝑔 235.3𝐶𝐶,𝑖 𝐶𝐻2 𝑂 exp (−

15500
𝑇

)

(6.4)

Where 𝐶𝐶 is the molar concentration of carbon [mol/m3], 𝐶𝐻2 𝑂 is the molar concentration of
water vapor. The reaction rate equation for Water-gas [mol/m3s] is applied from (Petersen and
Werther, 2005)
𝑟𝑏𝑜𝑢𝑑 = 𝑎𝑏𝑜𝑢𝑑 7.696𝐶𝐶,𝑖 𝐶𝐶𝑂2 ,𝑖 exp (−

30600
𝑇

)

(6.5)

Where 𝐶𝐶𝑂2 ,𝑖 is the molar concentration of carbon dioxide [mol/m3s]. The reaction rate equation
for Methane formation [mol/m3s] was applied from Hejazi et al. (2017)
𝑟𝑀𝐹 = 𝑎𝑀𝐹 16.4𝐶𝐶,𝑖 exp (−

94800

0.93
) 𝑝𝐻2

𝑅𝑇

(6.6)

where R is the universal gas contant [J/(mol K)] and 𝑝𝐻2 is the partial pressure of hydrogen
[MPa].
The reaction rate equation for Water-gas shift [mol/(m3 s)] was applied from Gomez-Barea &
Leckner (2010)

𝑟𝑤𝑔𝑠 = 𝑎𝑤𝑔𝑠 2.78 exp (−

𝑐𝐶𝑂2 𝑐𝐻2

1515.46
𝑇

) [𝑐𝐶𝑂 𝑐𝐻2 𝑂 −

0.0265 exp(

3956
)
𝑇

]

(6.7)

The reaction rate equation for Steam methane reforming [mol/(m3 s)] was applied from Jones
& Lindstedt (1988)
𝑟𝑆𝑅𝑀 = 𝑎𝑆𝑅𝑀 3 ∙ 105 exp (−

125000
𝑅𝑇

) [𝑐𝐶𝐻4 𝑐𝐻2 𝑂 −

3
𝑐𝐶𝑂 𝑐𝐻
2

6.14∙1013 exp(−

28116
)
𝑇

]

(6.8)

There are several correlations for the gasification reactions in the literature. The following
figures present the correlations used in this work with comparison to other correlations from
the literature. The other correlations used in the figures are gathered into appendix.
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Based on these calculations it can be seen that the greatest variance between the correlations is
with water-gas reaction. However the char gasification rates were found out to be very small
compared to the rate of homogeneous reactions in the preliminary simulations. Different
correlations will obviously result in different results, but in this work the reaction rate equations
were selected based on their frequency on the literature.

The reaction rates are also a function of the concentrations of reacting species. The composition
and partial pressures of the gas used to calculate the reaction rates for figures 6-3, 6-4, 6-5 and
6-6 is presented in table.

Table 6-1. Gas composition used to calculate the reaction rates for figures 6-3, 6-4, 6-5 and 6-6.

Gas composition
molar fraction [-]
partial pressure [Pa]

CO
CO2
CH2
CH2
0,1
0,1
0,1
0,05
10132,5 10132,5 10132,5 5066,25

H2O
0,2
20265

H2
0,45
45596,25

Total
1
101325

6.2.3 Sorbent Reactions
The CaL1D model frame included equations for carbonation, calcination and indirect
sulphation. In addition to these, direct sulphation and desulphation were added to the model.
The CO2 capture ability of the sorbent material is modelled with a simple approach: an average
maximum CO2 carrying capacity is given as an input and the carbonation reaction ends when
the maximum content of CaCO3 in the solids is reached. The reaction rate for carbonation
𝑟𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑏 [kg/s] is calculated from equation
𝑟𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑏,𝑖 = 𝑚𝑠,𝑖 𝑘𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑏.𝑖 (𝑊𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑊𝐶𝑎𝐶𝑂3 ,𝑖 )(𝐶𝐶𝑂2,𝑖 − 𝐶𝐶𝑂2,𝑒𝑞 )

(6.9)

where 𝑘𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑏,𝑖 is the kinetic coefficient for carbonation [m3/(kmol s)], 𝑊𝑚𝑎𝑥 is the maximum
content of CaCO3 in the solids [-], 𝑊𝐶𝑎𝐶𝑂3 ,𝑖 is the content of CaCO3 of the solids in control
volume i [-], 𝐶𝐶𝑂2,𝑖 is the molar concentration of CO2 [kmol/m3] and 𝐶𝐶𝑂2 ,𝑒𝑞 is the CO2
equilibrium molar concentration which is calculated from the equilibrium partial pressure
correlation by Silcox et al. (1989) (equation 2.24) and the ideal gas law equations.
The reaction rate for calcination 𝑟𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑐 [kg/s] is calculated from
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2

(6.10)

3
𝑟𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑐 = 𝑚𝑠,𝑖 𝑘𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑐 𝑊𝐶𝑎𝐶𝑂
(𝐶𝐶𝑂2,𝑒𝑞 − 𝐶𝐶𝑂2 )
3

where 𝑘𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑐 is the kinetic coefficient for calcination [m3/(kmol s)]. The kinetic coefficients of
carbonation and calcination are determined based on the limestone properties.
The reaction rate for indirect sulphation 𝑟𝑠𝑢𝑙𝑓,𝑖 [kg/s]
𝑟𝑠𝑢𝑙𝑓,𝑖 = 𝑚𝑠,𝑖 𝑊𝐶𝑎𝑂,𝑖 𝑘𝑠𝑢𝑙𝑓,𝑖 𝑤𝑆𝑂2,𝑖 𝑤𝑂2,𝑖

(6.11)

where 𝑊𝐶𝑎𝑂,𝑖 is the mass fraction of CaO in the solid phase [-], 𝑘𝑠𝑢𝑙𝑓,𝑖 is the kinetic rate constant
for sulphation [1/s], 𝑤𝑆𝑂2,𝑖 is the mass fraction of SO2 in the gas phase [-] and 𝑤𝑂2,𝑖 is the mass
fraction of O2 in the gas phase [-].

The direct sulphation [kg/s] reaction rate was applied from Myöhänen (2011)

𝑟𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑠,𝑖 = 𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑠,𝑖 𝑚𝑠,𝑖 𝑊𝐶𝑎𝐶𝑂3 exp (−

3031

𝑎
) CSO
𝐶𝑏 𝐶𝑐 𝐴
𝑀
2 𝐶𝑂2 𝑂2 𝑚0,𝐶𝑎𝐶𝑂3 𝐶𝑎𝐶𝑂3

T

(6.12)

where 𝐶𝑆𝑂2 is the molar concentration of sulphur dioxide [mol/m3], 𝐶𝑂2 is the molar
concentration of oxygen, 𝐴𝑚0,𝐶𝑎𝐶𝑂3 is the default reaction surface of CaCO3 [m2/kg] and
𝑀𝐶𝑎𝐶𝑂3 is the molar mass of CaCO3 [kg/mol]. The term 𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑠,𝑖 is correction factor, which
accounts for the limited contact between the reacting components.

The reaction rate [kg/s] for desulphation was also applied from Myöhänen (2011).

𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑢,𝑖 = 𝑎𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑢,𝑖 𝑚𝑠,𝑖 𝑊𝐶𝑎𝑆𝑂4 exp (−

10000
𝑇

) 𝐶𝐶𝑂 𝐴𝑚0,𝐶𝑎𝑆𝑂4 𝑀𝐶𝑎𝑆𝑂4

(6.13)

Where 𝑊𝐶𝑎𝑆𝑂4 is the mass fraction of CaSO4 in the solids, 𝐶𝐶𝑂 is the molar concentration of
carbon monoxide [mol/m3], 𝐴𝑚0,𝐶𝑎𝑆𝑂4 is the default reaction surface of CaSO4 [m2/kg] and
𝑀𝐶𝑎𝑆𝑂4 is the molar mass of CaSO4 [kg/mol]. The term 𝑎𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑢,𝑖 is the correction factor for
desulphation.
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6.2.4 Mass Balance
The mass balances and hydrodynamics of the SEG-1D model are the same ones used in the
CaL1D model frame, except the mass balances were updated to include the added gasification
and sorbent reactions. The model solves solid and gas phase mass balances for each element at
each time step. In addition to this, the total solid and gas phase mass balances are also solved
at each time step. The general form of solid mass balance equation is
𝑑𝑚𝑠
𝑑𝑡

= ∑ 𝑞𝑚,𝑠,𝑖𝑛 − ∑ 𝑞𝑚,𝑠,𝑜𝑢𝑡 + ∑ 𝑟𝑠

(6.14)

where 𝑚𝑠 is the total mass of solids in the control volume [kg/s], 𝑞𝑚,𝑠,𝑖𝑛 represents the mass
flows into the control volume [kg/s], 𝑞𝑚,𝑠,𝑜𝑢𝑡 represents the mass flows out from the control
volume [kg/s] and 𝑟𝑠 represents the rate of solid mass change as a result of heterogeneous
reactions [kg/s].
The bed material mass balance includes CaO, CaCO3, CaSO4 and ash, but it doesn’t include
the char. A separate mass balance is solved for the char. The char mass balance and vertical
density profile is handled in the same manner as the bed material, but wall layer interactions
and calculations are neglected for the char.

The mixing of solids is modelled with the core-wall layer approach, which is commonly used
to model fluidized beds. The equations used to model the core and wall layer interaction are
the same as in the CaL1D model. Figure 6-7 shows a visual representation of the solid mass
balance in a control volume. It includes the interactions with the neighbor elements and the
wall layer and also the mass change due to chemical reactions including carbonation,
calcination and sulphation.
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Figure 6-7. Solid mass flow balance of a control volume and visualization of the core-wall layer
approach. (Ylätalo 2013, p. 42)

The total solid phase density profile is modelled with an empirical correlation for a fast
fluidized bed by Johnsson and Leckner (1995)
𝜌𝑠 (ℎ) = (𝜌𝑏 − 𝜌𝑒 𝑒 𝐾𝐻𝑒 )e−ah + 𝜌𝑒 e𝐾(𝐻𝑒 −ℎ)

(6.15)

where 𝜌𝑠 is the solid suspension density [kg/m3], 𝜌𝑏 is the grid bed density [kg/m3], 𝜌𝑒 is the
density at the reactor exit [kg/m3] and 𝐻𝑒 is the corresponding height at the exit [m], a
represents the splash zone decay coefficient [1/m].

The solid density at the exit is calculated with a linear function

𝜌𝑠,𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑡 = 𝜌𝑠,𝑝𝑡

𝑢−𝑢𝑡
𝑢𝑝𝑡 −𝑢𝑡

(6.16)

where 𝜌𝑠,𝑝𝑡 is the pneumatic transport solid density [kg/m3] which the density in a situation
where all of the solid mass is evenly distributed along the vertical axis of the reactor, u is the
gas velocity at the upper part of the reactor [m/s], 𝑢𝑡 is the terminal velocity at the upper part
of the reactor and 𝑣𝑝𝑡 is the pneumatic transport velocity [m/s], which is the velocity when all
the particles are fully entrained.

The solid mass flow out of the reactor is approximated with a semi-empirical correlation by
Ylätalo (2012)
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𝑏
𝑞𝑚,𝑠,𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑡 = 𝜖𝑢̅𝑠,𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑡 𝐴𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑡 𝜌𝑠,𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑡

(6.17)

Where 𝜌̅𝑠,𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑡 represents the average solid suspension density near the exit channel [kg/m3],
𝑢̅𝑠,𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑡 is the solid velocity at the exit [m/s], 𝐴𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑡 is the cross section of the last element [m2],
𝜖 is the slip coefficient between gas and solid phase [-] and b is an empirical coefficient [-].
The efficiency of the cyclone is assumed to be 100% thus the solids exiting the reactor are fed
to the other reactor through a solid return system. The solid return system model doesn’t
include reaction and fluidized bed behavior models, only heat transfer through a refractory
protected wall is included.

The gas mass balance is similar to the solid mass balance, but the mass of gas is assumed
constant i.e. gas mass is not stored in the domain. The change of gas mass is neglected, because
the scale of solid mass change approximately a thousand times larger than the gas mass change.
The general form of the gas mass balance is
∑ 𝑞𝑚,𝑔,𝑖𝑛 − ∑ 𝑞𝑚,𝑔,𝑜𝑢𝑡 + ∑ 𝑟𝑔,𝑖 = 0

(6.18)

where 𝑞𝑚,𝑔,𝑖𝑛 represents the gas flows into the element [kg/s], 𝑞𝑚,𝑔,𝑜𝑢𝑡 the gas flows out from
the element [kg/s] and 𝑟𝑔,𝑖 the gas mass change due to chemical reactions [kg/s]. The reactions
include combustion and gasification of char and gaseous compounds, release of water vapor
from the fuel and sorbent reactions. The gas mass balance is solved for each gas component in
each control volume. The gas components included in the model are O2, CO, CO2, H2O, SO2,
CH4, C2H4, H2, H2S, NH3, NO and N2. A more detailed description of the calculation of the
solid density profile and the core and wall layer interactions can be found in Ylätalo’s
dissertation. (Ylätalo, 2013)

6.2.5 Energy Balance
The general form of the energy equation is
𝑑𝐸𝑖
𝑑𝑡

= ∑ 𝑞𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣,𝑠 +∑ 𝑞𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣,𝑔 + ∑ 𝑞𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑝 + ∑ 𝑞ℎ𝑡 + ∑ 𝑞𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑚

(6.19)

where Ei is the total energy in the control volume [J], 𝑞𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣,𝑠 is the convective heat flow of
solid materials [J/s], 𝑞𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣,𝑔 is the convective heat flow of gases [J/s], 𝑞ℎ𝑡 is the heat transfer
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to the reactor surfaces [J/s], 𝑞𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑝 is the turbulent energy dispersion between control volumes
[J/s] and 𝑞𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑚 is the heat from chemical reactions [J/s].
If heat is extracted from the reactors, the heat coefficient between the heat transfer coefficient
[W/m2K] between the control volumes and reactor walls are calculated with a correlation
presented by Dutta and Basu (2002)
0.391 0.408
𝛼 = 5𝜌𝑠,𝑖
𝑇𝑖

(6.20)

The turbulent dispersion term represents mixing of energy between adjacent control volumes
and it is written by applying the central difference method to Fick’s law of diffusion
−
∑ 𝑞𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑝 = 𝐷𝑠 𝑐𝑝,𝑠 𝐴𝑏 𝜌𝑎𝑣𝑒

𝑑𝑇𝑖−
𝑑𝑧

+
+ 𝐷𝑠 𝑐𝑝,𝑠 𝐴𝑡 𝜌𝑎𝑣𝑒

𝑑𝑇𝑖+
𝑑𝑧

(6.21)

Where 𝐷𝑠 is the dispersion coefficient [m2/s], 𝐴𝑏 and 𝐴𝑡 are the cross sections of the bottom
and top boundary of the control volume [m2]. The average density between the calculation and
−
+
sliding control volume is represented by 𝜌𝑎𝑣𝑒
and 𝜌𝑎𝑣𝑒
[kg/m3]. The temperature gradient dT/dz

[K/m] is the driving force for the turbulent dispersion.

The energy balance is solved for the core and wall layer, but reactions in the wall layer are
neglected. A more detailed description of the energy equation (with the exception of the
reaction enthalpies from the added reactions) can be found in Ylätalo’s dissertation.
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7

CALCULATIONS

Another main objective of this work was to build a 100 MWth refence case, which is used to
demonstrate how the model works. The information of the reference case and the results are
presented in this chapter. It has to be noted that the model is not yet validated against
experimental data, however the reference case gives insight on how the process works and it is
a starting point for further research.

7.1 Reference case
The fuel power of the reference case was selected to be 100 MWth and the fuel used was Pine
wood. The ultimate and proximate analysis of the fuel was gathered from the FLEDGED
project data. The proximate analysis is presented in Table 7-1. It can be noted that the volatile
matter content of the fuel is quite high, which is beneficial for the SEG process.

Table 7-1. Proximate analysis of the biomass used in the calculations.

Moisture [w-%]

Ash [w-%]

Volatile matter [w-%]

Fixed carbon [w-%]

5,03

0,47

80,25

14,25

The ultimate analysis and heating values of the fuel are presented in Table 7-2.

Table 7-2. Ultimate analysis (daf) and heating values of the biomass used in the calculations.

C [%]

H [%]

N [%]

S [%]

O [%]

LHV [MJ/kg]

HHV [MJ/kg]

49.82

6.51

0.11

0.0

43.56

18.07

19.60

Both of the reactors were defined as perfectly insulated. In future, the wall outside temperatures
of both reactors can be defined in order to calculate the heat losses realistically. Another
“shortcut” was made with ash removal. Because the ash from the fuel accumulates to the solids
profile, the ash was numerically removed from the calciner return leg to make the overall solids
mass reach a constant value. In future the ash will be removed from the system by removing
solid material and adding fresh calcium material to the reactor. The maximum average
carbonate content Xmax was selected as 0.3, but no fresh sorbent make up was added to the
process. The kinetic coefficients of carbonation and calcination were based on previous
knowledge on calcium looping and therefore they were not varied in the simulations.
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The design fluidization velocity for both reactors was selected as 6 m/s. The gasifier was
dimensioned with a sloped section to compensate the increase in gas flow due to the volatile
and moisture released from the fuel. The combustor was set to have a constant cross section
i.e. the reactor had no sloped section. The dimensions of the reactors and the main boundary
conditions are presented in Table 7-3. Although the width and depth of the reactor are used in
the model, the cross section of the reactors can also be of a circular shape, because the model
is one-dimensional and discretized only with respect to the height of the reactor. The cross
sectional area of a circular reactor would be the corresponding cross sectional area, which is
calculated as the width times the depth.

Table 7-3. Dimensions of the reactors and the main boundary conditions in the reference case.

Gasifier/carbonator

Combustor/calciner

Height of the sloped section [m]

2

-

Height of the reactor [m]

18

18

Width & depth of the grid [m]

2,2

2,5

Width & depth of the freeboard [m]

2,7

2,5

Number of nodes

40

40

Steam

Air

Primary gas mass flow [kg/s]

5,86

9,52

Primary gas temperature [°C]

300

25

Fuel mass flow [kg/s]

5,53

0

Mass weighted average temperature [°C]

620

892

Solids inventory [kg]

1746

1101

Primary gas

The fuel mass flow was calculated from the fuel power (100 MWth). The steam to carbon ratio
was selected as 1.5 and therefore the steam mass flow rate could be determined. The primary
air mass flow to the combustor was determined by calculating the need for char combustion
with an excess air of 5 %. The parameters in the empirical correlations such as the circulation
outflow rate and the wall layer and core interaction were determined in a manner, that the
hydrodynamics of the system were realistic. For example the coefficients in the empirical
equations which governs the solid fluxes out of the reactor and from the core to the wall layer
were defined so that the gas velocity was always slightly greater than the terminal velocity of
the solid particles in order to take friction losses into account.
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7.2 Results
In this chapter the most important results of the reference case are presented. The results include
the product gas composition and 1D gas, solids and reaction rate profiles.

A variable time step solver ODE-45 was used in the Simulink model, with a tolerance of 1e-6.
When varying different parameters, the total solid mass in the system reached different values
in the stationary states. The difference is in the order of 1 % of the total solid mass, thus it has
only a minor impact on the results when simulating stationary states. However the variance of
mass should be checked in the future, when dynamic cases are modelled. The product gas and
flue gas compositions of the reference case are presented in Table 7-4.

Table 7-4. Product gas and flue gas compositions of the reference case.

Gasifier/carbonator

Combustor/calciner

8,9

11,98

H2 [vol-%,db]

59,20

0,0

CO2 [vol-%,db]

20,55

27,95

CO [vol-%,db]

7,20

0

CH4 [vol-%,db]

13,05

0

O2 [vol-%,db]

0,0

0,85

N2 [vol-%,db]

0,0

71,09

NO [vol-%,db]

0,0

0,11

H2O [vol-%]

49,35

0,0

LHV [MJ/mn,db]

11,15

0,0

CGE [-]

0,75

Mass flow [kg/s]

The H2 volume fraction in dry product gas is 59,20 % and the CO2 fraction is 20,55 %. The
product gas also contains a significant amount of CH4, which is mainly from the formation of
volatiles. The product gas also contains excess water vapor, because steam was used as the
gasification agent. The flue gas of the calciner consists mainly of N2 from the combustion air
and CO2 from the selective CO2 transportation and char combustion.
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7.2.1 Temperature & Solids distribution
The temperature profile of the gasifier/carbonator in the reference case is presented in Figure
7-1. The temperature of the gasifier is lowest at the bottom of the reactor where the primary
gas, circulating bed material and fuel are fed. The formation enthalpy of volatiles, which is
defined as the difference between the measured and calculated heating values, is highly
endothermic in the reference case, which is the reason the temperature drops at the bottom of
the reactor. The difference leads to a heat sink term to make the overall energy balance match.
Another reason why the temperature is low at the bottom is caused by the steam, which is fed
to the bottom of the gasifier at a lower temperature than the gasifier. The char gasification
reactions do not proceed to any significant extent at such low temperatures thus the effect of
char gasification reactions on the temperature of the gasifier is very small. The temperature of
the reactor starts to increase along the height of the reactor as carbonation and water-gas shift
release heat.
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Figure 7-1. Temperature profile of the gasifier/carbonator.
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The packing density profile of the solids in the gasifier is presented in Figure 7-2. The amount
of solid material in the reactor was set so that the packing density in the bottom of the reactor
would not exceed the value of 0.3. The shape of the packing density profile is determined by
the solid density profile described in chapter 6.2.4 (equation 6.15).
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Figure 7-2. Packing density profile of the gasifier/carbonator.

Figure 7-3 presents the CaCO3 weight fraction in the solids. Because the 1D-model is
discretized only with respect to the reactor height, the weight fraction can be thought as an
average value of the cross sectional area at certain heights. It can be seen that the fraction of
CaCO3 increases along the height of the reactor due to carbonation reaction. However the
fraction of CaCO3 in the solids doesn’t reach the maximum average carbonate content 𝑋𝑚𝑎𝑥 =
0,3, which means that all of the carbonation potential is not reached. This means that the
carbonation is kinetically limited in the gasifier. One possibility to increase the amount of
carbonation would be to decrease the gas and solid velocities in the gasifier in order to increase
the residence time.
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Figure 7-3. CaCO3 fraction in the solids.

The temperature profile of the calciner/combustor is presented in Figure 7-4. Char combustion
is the most significant reaction in the calciner and when nearly all of the char from the biomass
is combusted in the calciner, the temperature in the reference case ranges from 882 to 942 °C.
It should be noted that no heat losses from the reactor were taken into account in the reference
case. Heat losses through the reactor walls would lower the temperature.
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Figure 7-4. Calciner/combustor temperature profile.

The CaO weight fraction of the calciner is presented in Figure 7-5. It can be seen that the solid
material in the calciner is nearly pure CaO. This is because the calcination occurs rabidly at the
bottom of the reactor. After complete calcination the solid consists of CaO and a small amount
of ash.
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Figure 7-5. CaO weight fraction of the calciner/combustor.
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7.2.2 Gas profiles
The molar fractions of gas components along the gasifier are presented in Figure 7-6. CO, CO2,
CH4 and H2 are released from the fuel at the bottom of the reactor. The CO2 fraction is low at
the bottom of the reactor where most of the carbonation occurs, but it starts to increase as watergas shift reaction approaches equilibrium producing CO2 and H2. The water gas shift reaction
can also be seen as a decrease in CO content. Based on the gas profile it can be concluded that
the carbonation is sufficient enough only at the bottom of the reactor. This is confirmed by the
reaction rate profiles presented in chapter 7.2.3.
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Figure 7-6. Molar fractions of gas components in the gasifier.

The molar fractions of gas components in the calciner are presented in Figure 7-7. The flue gas
from the calciner containts mainly CO2 from char combustion and calcination and N2 from the
primary air. The primary air was defined as dry air in the reference case, so the calciner doesn’t
contain any water vapor.
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Figure 7-7. Molar fractions of gas components in the calciner.

7.2.3 Reaction rates
The reaction rate of carbonation and water-gas shift in the gasifier are presented in Figure 7-8.
Carbonation occurs fastest at the bottom of the reactor, where there is a lot of calcium material
available for the reaction thus the carbonation reaction rate profile has a similar shape as the
packing density profile presented in Figure 7-2. In order to have maximal contact with the CO2
released from the fuel and the calcium material, the fuel was fed to the bottom of the gasifier
in the reference case. It can be seen, that water-gas shift starts to produce CO2 faster than
carbonation absorbs CO2 at the height of 1 m, which is the reason why the content of CO2 was
shown to increase along the reactor height in Figure 7-6. Water-gas shift slows down at the
height of 10 m as it approaches it’s equilibrium.
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Figure 7-8. Carbonation and water-gas shift reaction rates [mol/m3 s] in the gasifier.

Figure 7-9 shows how close the water-gas shift is to its thermodynamic equilibrium. The
equilibrium constant for the water-gas shift reaction is defined as
𝐶𝐶𝑂2 𝐶𝐻2

𝐾𝑤𝑔𝑠 = 𝐶

(7.1)

𝐻2 𝑂 𝐶𝐶𝑂

and the thermodynamic equilibrium 𝐾𝑤𝑔𝑠,𝑒𝑞 for the reaction is calculated as a function of
temperature with the correlation
3956

𝐾𝑤𝑔𝑠,𝑒𝑞 = 0.0265 exp (

𝑇

)

(7.2)

Which is the same equation used in the reaction rate correlation used in this work. It can be
seen, that the equilibrium constant is close to the thermodynamic equilibrium at the top of the
reactor.
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Figure 7-9. Water-gas shift equilibrium constant and the water-gas shift thermodynamic
equilibrium calculated with the correlation by Gomez Barea & Leckner (2010) at different
heights of the reactor.

Steam methane reforming was found out to be significantly slower than water-gas shift. The
reaction rate of steam methane reforming is presented in Figure 7-10. The reaction proceeds
towards producing CH4 and H2O at the bottom of the reactor and then starts producing CO and
H2 at the height of 7 m, when the equilibrium of the reaction has shifted due to different
temperature and gas composition. However the reaction rate of steam methane reforming is
pretty slow so the reaction doesn’t have a significant effect on the product gas.
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Figure 7-10. Reaction rate of steam methane reforming in the gasifier.
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The char gasification reactions were so slow that 99,8 % of the char was combusted in the
calciner and only 0,2 % was gasified in the gasifier. To illustrate the difference between the
rates of char gasification and combustion, Figure 7-12 presents the rate of water gas reaction
in the gasifier and Figure 7-12 presents the char combustion rate in the combustor.
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Figure 7-11. Water gas reaction rate in the gasifier.
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Figure 7-12. Char combustion rate in the combustor.
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7.2.4 Temperature variation
The effect of temperature was studied by extracting heat from the calciner with a heat
exchanger. To test the process at higher temperatures, heat was “inserted” to the calciner with
the heat exchanger. This way of varying the temperature is hypothetical, but using this
“shortcut” no additional fuel was fed to the process. If additional fuel was fed to the calciner,
the amount of combustion air would have needed to be changed. Because the hydrodynamic
models are connected to the temperatures of the reactors, varying the temperatures also had an
effect on the reactor hydrodynamics. Increasing the temperatures led to an increased circulation
rate. The effect of heat extraction/insertion on the mass averaged mean temperatures and the
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solids circulation rate is presented in Figure 7-13.
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Figure 7-13. The mass averaged mean temperatures of the reactors (left axis) and the solids
circulation rate to the gasifier (right axis) as a function of the heat extracted or inserted to the
combustor. The negative values of heat extraction in the figure represent how much heat was
inserted to the calciner.

Figure 7-14 shows the effect of the mass weighted average temperature of the gasifier on the
product gas composition (left axis) and selective CO2 transportation (right axis). The selective
CO2 transport was defined as the amount of CO2 transferred from the carbonator/gasifier to the
calciner/combustor. Increasing the temperature increased the rate of water-gas shift and steam
methane reforming, which can be seen as a decrease in CH4 content and as an increase in the
H2 content. It can also be seen, that the peak of selective CO2 transport was achieved at the
temperature of 620 °C. However the CO2 content in the product gas continued to decrease
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slightly at higher temperatures. This can be explained by the fact that carbonation occurred at
the lower part of the reactor, and the composition of the product gas was determined by the
homogeneous gas phase reactions at the top of the reactor. The temperature of the gasifier in
Figure 7-14 corresponds to the amount of heat extracted in Figure 7-13. The values of these
simulations including the heat transfer area used and the amount of heat transferred are
presented in appendix 3.
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Figure 7-14. Product gas composition (left axis) and selective CO2 transport (right axis) as a
function of gasifier mass weighted average temperature.

The model set a restriction for varying the gasifier temperature via inserting heat to the calciner
with the parameters of the reference case. The gasifier mass weighted average temperature was
not varied higher than 670 °C, because the temperature of the calciner rose too high, which
caused numerical difficulties. The numerical issues were caused by the reaction rate equations,
which made the simulation unstable at high (over 1000 °C) temperatures. The numerical
difficulties could be overcome only by decreasing the time step, which led to unreasonable
simulation times.

7.2.5 Circulation rate & solid mass
The effect of circulation rate was studied by varying slip coefficient 𝜖 in the experimental solid
material flow correlation (equation 6.17). Varying this parameter varies the amount of solids
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exiting the reactor, which were then fed to the other reactor. This way of varying the circulation
mass flow is not realistic when considering the operation of a real system, but it was the fastest
way of varying the circulation rate in the preliminary simulations. The circulation rate could
also be varied by varying the fluidization gas mass flow rate, but in this work the fluidization
mass flows were kept constant. Varying the circulation mass flow will effect the temperatures
of the reactors. As the circulation is increased, the temperature difference between the two
reactors decreases as more heat is transferred to the gasifier as sensible heat in the circulating
solid material. The effect of circulation rate on the temperatures of the reactors is presented in
Figure 7-15. The value of the parameter 𝜖 corresponding to the mass flow rate in the figure was
from 0,4 to 1,0.
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Figure 7-15. Mass averaged mean temperatures of the reactors as a function of the circulation
mass flow rate to the gasifier.

The model set a lower limit for varying the circulation in this manner. The calciner
temperatures rose too high (over 1000 °C) when the value of 𝜖 was decreased below 0,4, which
lead to numerical difficulties as discussed before.
The effect of varying 𝜖 on the product gas composition is presented in Figure 7-16. In this
figure the Ca/C ratio corresponds to the same circulation rate as in Figure 7-15. Increasing the
circulation rate increases the amount of CaO fed to the gasifier which is beneficial for
carbonation, but it also increases the temperature of the gasifier which is detrimental for
carbonation. Increasing the circulation rate increased the H2 content and decreased the CO2
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content of the product gas. A similar trend was shown in the results by Hejazi et al. (2014),
altought the simulation window in this work was smaller. However the results by Hejazi et al.
showed a slight decrease in CO content, while the CO content increased slightly in the
simulations of this work. This difference can be explained by the effect of the temperature
profile on steam methane reforming. As the temperature at the top of the gasifier rose, steam
methane reforming produced more CO. In the work of Hejazi et al. the temperature was kept
at a constant value of 650 °C in which water gas shift was dominating.
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Figure 7-16. Effect of varying the circulation rate on the product gas composition.

Varying the circulation rate by varying the slip coefficient enabled to control the product gas
hydrogen content in the range of 56,2 vol-%,db to 61,8 vol-%,db while the CO2 content varied
from 22,3 to 19,1 vol-%,db. The value of H2/CO-ratio and the module M from the same
simulations are presented in Figure 7-17. It can be seen that module M could be varied from
1,17 to 1,55 and the H2/CO ratio could be varied in the range of 7,49 to 8,64.
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Figure 7-17. Module M (left axis) and H2/CO-ratio (right axis) as a function of CaO/C ratio

Based on these results it can be concluded that the circulation rate has an effect on the process
conditions and it can be used to control the product gas composition. The circulation rate is a
key parameter in operating a real SEG system, so the effect of circulation rate should be studied
more thoroughly in future research. One idea in the FLEDGED project is to control the product
gas composition to be suitable for the synthesis process by controlling the solid circulation rate.

In addition to the circulation flow rate the amount of solid material in the system was also
varied and the results are presented in Figure 7-18. Increasing the amount of solid material
increased the H2 content and decreased the CO2 content. However the effect can’t be associated
only to the amount of solid mass in the gasifier. Increasing the mass in the system also increased
the circulation rate, because the parameters in the equations which govern the reactor
hydrodynamics were kept constant.
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Figure 7-18. Effect of varying the amount of solid mass on the product gas composition.

It has to be noted that current hydrodynamic modelling approach is not as valid with higher
bed inventories and it most likely underestimates the carbonation at higher parts of the reactor.
Even with higher bed inventories, the solids are packed to the bottom of the reactor as the solids
density profile always has a similar shape which is determined with equation 6.15. In a real
reactor with higher bed inventories the solids could be distributed more evenly along the height
of the reactor. This in turn could increase the carbonation.

7.2.6 Reaction rate parameters
The effect of steam methane reforming and water gas shift reaction rates were studied by
varying the modelling parameters 𝑎𝑆𝑅𝑀 and 𝑎𝑊𝐺𝑆 . In addition the effect of maximum carbonate
content 𝑋𝑚𝑎𝑥 was also studied. Varying the reaction rate parameters gives insight on the effect
of different reactions. The information of these results can be used later when the process is
developed further.

It was found that the water-gas shift modelling parameter 𝑎𝑤𝑔𝑠 has a significant impact on the
gasifier conditions and product gas composition. Figure 7-19 shows the effect of 𝑎𝑤𝑔𝑠 on dry
product gas composition. When this parameter is set to zero, the product gas contained 1.6 vol%,db CO2. This is because when water gas shift reaction rate was set to zero, CO2 was only
released from the volatiles. As the carbonation rate was kept constant, it absorbed nearly all of
the CO2.
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Figure 7-19. Effect of water-gas shift modelling parameter on dry product gas composition.

Varying the reaction rate of water gas shift also had a significant impact on the temperature
level of the gasifier, which also has an effect on the other chemical reactions. For example the
decrease in CH4 can be associated to the increase in temperature, which in turn enhances steam
methane reforming. Figure 7-20 shows the mass weighted mean temperature of the gasifier as
a function of water-gas shift modelling parameter.
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Figure 7-20. Mass weighted mean temperature of the gasifier as a function of water-gas shift
modelling parameter.

As comparison the effect of steam methane reforming modelling parameter on the product gas
composition was also studied and the results are presented in Figure 7-21. Based on these
results it can be concluded steam methane reforming has a very small impact on the product
gas composition at the temperature level of the reference case. However the effect of steam
methane reforming increases if the temperature of the gasifier is increased as discussed in
chapter 7.2.5.
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Figure 7-21. The effect of steam methane reforming modeling parameter on the product gas
composition.
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The effect of maximum carbonate content was also studied. Figure 7-22 presents the effect of
maximum carbonate content on the product gas composition. Increasing the maximum
carbonate content increased the carbonation rate, which in turn led to increased H2 production
via water-gas shift reaction. However because the carbonation was kinetically limited, the
maximum carbonate content was not reached in the simulations. Therefore the figure is meant
to be a qualitative demonstration on how carbonation affects the product gas composition.
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Figure 7-22. The effect of maximum carbonate content on the product gas composition (left
axis) and on the CO2 transportation (right axis).
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DISCUSSION

The main objective of this work was to develop a one-dimensional model for a SEG process,
which utilizes dual circulating fluidized bed technology. A model was developed by modifying
CaL1D model and a reference case of 100 MWth was built. The model now contains the most
important gasification reactions in addition to the previous model frame, which contained submodels for combustion, carbonation, calcination and the reactor hydrodynamics.

One-dimensional profiles of the reactor temperatures, solids distributions, gas compositions
and reaction rates were obtained in the reference case. The results showed that the product gas
composition could be affected by controlling the circulation rate. The hydrogen content could
be varied by a change of 10 %.

The hydrogen content of the product gas in preliminary simulations was up to 64 vol-%,db. In
literature the hydrogen content has been reported to be up to 80 vol-%,db. The main reason
why the hydrogen content did not grow higher in the preliminary simulations was because
carbonation occurred only at the lower part of the reactor while water gas shift proceeded
towards it’s equilibrium at higher parts of the reactor. Therefore the H2 production
enhancement happened only at the lower part of the reactor. This is a result that has not been
reported in the previous model results, as they all have lacked spatial discretization. Based on
these results with the current modelling approach it can be concluded that the gas and solid
mixing in the gasifier is one limiting factor of the SEG process. Another limiting factor was
found out to be the kinetics of carbonation, as the maximum carbonate content was not reached
in the reference case. Because the kinetic coefficient of the carbonation rate was determined
on previous knowledge on calcium looping, it was not varied in the simulations.

The calciner temperatures set an operation window for the model, as temperatures over 1000
°C caused numerical instabilities. Also the amount of total solid mass in the system varied
slightly in the iteration process, which is a technical issue with the solution algorithm. This is
not a major issue when simulating stationary states, but it should be handled when simulating
dynamic cases. Further development of the model would be to include solid purge and make
up flows in order to remove the ash from the system in a more realistic manner. In order to
save time, the heat losses were neglected in this study. These should also be taken into account
in further research. In addition experimental data is needed in order to validate the model and
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to find appropriate values for the experimental coefficients in the model. The current modelling
approach of the reactor hydrodynamics and the selected correlations for the reaction rates also
have an impact on the product gas composition therefore the effect different correlations should
be tested. The model can however give reasonable steady state results so it can be used to study
the process conditions of the SEG process.
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CONCLUSIONS

This work was done in LUT School of Energy Systems for the laboratory of Modeling of
energy systems. The objective of this work was to study SEG process and develop a onedimensional model for the process and use it to simulate a 100 MWth reference case. The
objective was achieved by implementing the most important gasification reactions into an
existing CaL1D model. The reference case was built based on the selected fuel and SCR. Onedimensional temperature, gas, reaction rate and solids distribution profiles were achieved. The
results showed that the limited overlap of carbonation and water gas shift is one limiting factor
of the SEG process. Another limiting factor was the slow kinetics of carbonation.

The basic theory behind gasification, calcium looping and SEG was discussed in the literature
part of this work. The main reactions, process conditions and process configurations were
discussed. Also different modeling approaches of gasification, calcium looping and SEG were
reviewed. Based on the literature, the main process parameters are the gasifier temperature,
circulating ratio and the SCR.

The effect of temperature and circulation rate were studied and it was found out that they can
be used to control the product gas composition. The SCR was kept constant in this work due
to time restrictions. The effect of SCR should be studied in future research, as it is a key
parameter in SEG. Water-gas shift was found out to be the most significant of the gasification
reactions, which were implemented in the model.

The study of SEG is at its early stages when compared to traditional gasification. No SEG
process utilizing dual circulating fluidized bed technology has been reported and so far the
models reported in the literature have been so called 0D models, which do not take the process
hydrodynamics into account. The model in this work is the first reported 1D SEG model and it
gives a starting point in the development of the SEG part of the FLEDGED project.
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Appendix I
Simulation algorithm used by Hejazi et al. (Hejazi et al., 2014)
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Appendix II
Reaction rate equations for the main gasification reactions and corresponding coefficients used
in figures 6-3, 6-4, 6-5 and 6-6.

Reaction
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Appendix III
The values of the simulations where temperature was varied by inserting or extracting
heat to the calciner.
A
Q
T,gasifier T,calciner
[m] [MW]
[C]
[C]
-60
-5,0
669,9
943,8
-40
-3,1
651,6
921,4
-20
-1,5
635,0
905,0
0
0,0
619,9
892,2
20
1,5
606,2
881,7
40
2,8
593,7
872,4
60
4,1
582,3
863,7
80
5,4
571,7
854,3
100
6,5
561,1
842,8

H2
[vol%,db]
61,7
61,0
60,2
59,2
58,1
57,0
55,9
54,7
53,0

CO2
[vol%,db]
19,6
19,8
20,1
20,5
21,0
21,5
21,9
22,5
23,3

CO
[vol%,db]
9,2
8,4
7,8
7,2
6,7
6,3
5,9
5,5
5,1

CH4
[volModule
CO2,transport
%,db]
M [-]
H2/CO
[kg/s]
9,5
1,5
6,7
1,55
10,8
1,5
7,2
1,63
11,9
1,4
7,7
1,66
13,0
1,4
8,2
1,67
14,2
1,3
8,7
1,66
15,2
1,3
9,1
1,64
16,3
1,2
9,6
1,62
17,4
1,2
10,0
1,58
18,5
1,0
10,4
1,50

